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of reductivegroups
Representations
over finitefields
By P. DELIGNEand G. LUSZTIG
Introduction

Let us considera connected,reductivealgebraic group G, definedover a
finitefield F, with Frobenius map F. We shall be concerned with the
representationtheoryof the finitegroup GF, over fieldsof characteristic0.
In 1968, Macdonald conjectured,on the basis of the character tables
knownat the time (GLn,SpJ, that thereshould be a well definedcorrespondence which, to any F-stable maximal torus T of G and a character0 of TF
in general position,associates an irreduciblerepresentation
of GF; moreover,
if T modulothe centreof G is anisotropicover F,, the correspondingrepresentationof G' should be cuspidal (see Seminar on algebraic groups and
relatedfinitegroups, by A. Borel et al., Lecture Notes in Mathematics,131,
pp. 117 and 101). In this paper we prove Macdonald's conjecture. More
precisely,for T as above and 0 an arbitrarycharacterof TF we construct
virtual representationsRO whichhave all the requiredproperties.
These are definedin Chapter1 as thealternatingsum of the cohomology
withcompactsupportof the varietyof Borel subgroupsof G whichare in a
in certain
fixed relative position with their F-transform,with coefficients
GF-equivariantlocally constantl-adic sheaves of rank one. This generalizes
a constructionmade by Drinfeldfor SL2 (see Ch. 2).
In Chapter4 we prove a character formula for RI, based on the fixed
pointformulaof Chapter 3. This character formula is in terms of certain
"Greenfunctions"on the unipotentelements; in Chapters 6, 7, 8 we prove
that these Green functionssatisfy all the axioms predicted by Springer,
Kilmoyerand Macdonald([9], [12]).
By 6.8, 4RI is irreducibleif 0 is in general positionand the vanishing
theorem(9.9) gives an explicitmodelfor it providedthat q is not too small
(if G is a classical group or G, any q will do; in the general case q > 30 is
sufficient).
In Chapter10 we studythe irreduciblecomponentsof the Gelfand-Graev
representationof GF, assumingthat the centreof G is connected. The proof
uses the resultsof Chapter5 togetherwith the disjointnesstheorem(6.2).
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Finally,in Chapter11 we discuss the case of the Suzuki and Ree groups.
It would be very desirable to findformulasfor the Green functionsmore
explicit than (4.1.2). Such formulas are known for GL, (Green [41), Sp4
(Srinivasan[13])and G2(Chang,Ree [2]). Very recently,Kazhdan has proved,
using results of Springer, that the Green functionscan be expressed as
exponentialsumson the Lie algebra (see [12]) providedthat the characteristic
is good and q is not too small.
Some of the resultsin this paper were announcedin [7], [8].
The secondauthor would like to thank the I.H.E.S. for its hospitality
duringpart of the timeof preparationof this paper.
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Conventions and standard notations

0.1. In this paper, k is always an algebraicallyclosed fieldand p is its
will be
characteristicexponent. The followingassumptionsand definitions
in forcein Chapters4 to 8, in Chapter 10, and in parts of Chapters 1 and 9.
(0.1.1) p is a prime,and k is an algebraic closure of the primefieldFp
of characteristicp. For q a powerof p, Fq is the subfieldwith q elementsof
k. G is a reductivealgebraic group over k, obtainedby extensionof scalars
from Goover Fq. We denote by F the correspondingFrobenius endomorphismF: G G (as well as the Frobenius endomorphismof any k-scheme
definedover Fq).
0.2. 1 is a primedifferent
fromp, and Q, is an algebraic closureof the
l-adic field. When thereis no ambiguityon 1, we will write simply HC(X)
(resp. Hi(X)) for H,(X, Q1) (resp. Hi(X, Q1)) (l-adic cohomologyof X, a
of ln-rootsof unity
schemeover k). The groups Z/ln(1) are the groups xe1n(k)
in k; they form a projective system, with transitionmaps x - xl'-7; the
the dual
projectivelimitis Z,(1). One definesZ,(n) - Z,(1)?n, and Zl(-n)
of Z,(n). The symbol(n) is for a Tate twist: tensoringwith Z,(n). We will
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,
make an accidentaluse of thesimilarlydefinedgroupZp,(1)=lima
0.3. For H a finitegroup, A(H) is the Grothendieckgroup of the finite
dimensionalrepresentationsof H over QC. If f and f' are class functionson
H, with values in a cyclotomicfield(oftenc Q1), the innerproduct<f, f'>H
(or simply<f, f'>) is (1/1HI) f(x)f'(x), where - is the automorphisminducing C --1

on the roots of unity. The same notation < , > will be used

for the innerproduct of elementsof 9k(H) 0) Q, identifiedwith theircharacters.
0.4. The lengthfunctionon a Coxetergroup W (with canonicalgenerators sl, *. , sn) will be denotedby 1( ). A reduced expressionfor w e W is
a decompositionw = si, s* i with 1(w) = k.
0.5. Miscellaneous:
pro: ith projection(as in pr1:X x X X);
XT: the fixedpointsubschemeof the endomorphismT of the
schemeX (for instance: GF = Go(Fq));
p' (in index): away fromp (as in Zp,, completionaway from p) or the
subgroupof elementsof orderprimeto p (as in (Q/Z)p);
ad g: the innerautomorphismx gxg', or maps deducedfrom
it;
1, or e: the identityelementof a group;
of a graded vectorspace, is
Tr(f, V*), forf an endomorphism
E (- 1)' Tr (fyVi) ;

reductive: reductivegroups are meant to be connectedand smooth.
of an elementg C G (G as in (0.1.1)) is g = su where
The Jordandecomposition
s is a semisimpleelementand u is a unipotentelementcommutingwith s.
0.6. We willoftenidentifya schemeover k withthe set of its k-rational
points. This should cause no confusion.
1. Some basic definitions
1.1. Suppose that in some category we are given a family (Xi)iI of
> Xi. This is as
objects and a compatiblesystemof isomorphismsTj: Xi
limit"of
"projective
or
value"
"common
good as giving a singleobject X, the
thefamily. This projectivelimitis providedwithisomorphisms
Xi
vi: X
such that j'iu

= qaj.

We will use such a construction to define the maximal

torus T and the Weyl group W of a connectedreductive algebraic group G
over k.
As indexset I, we take the set of pairs (T, B) consistingof a maximal
torus T and a Borel subgroup B containingT. For i C I, i = (TyB), we take
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Ti = T, W. = N(T)/ T. The isomorphism'i3 is the isomorphisminducedby
adg whereg is any elementof G conjugatingi intoj; these elementsg form
a single right Ti-coset,so that (pi is independentof the choiceof g.
One similarlydefinesthe root system of T, its set of simple roots, the
actionof W on T and the fundamentalreflectionsin W.
Let F: G-Gbe an isogeny. For any i CI, i=(T.B),F(i)=(F(T),F(B))
is
again inI; F inducesan isogenyF: Ti) TF(i)and an isomorphism
F: Wi WF(i).
The correspondingendomorphism
(resp. automorphism)a-'i)Fai of thetorus
T (resp. of the Weyl groups W) is independentof the choiceof i; we say that
it is induced by F.
1.2. Let X (or XG) be the set of all Borelsubgroupsof G. The group G
acts on X by conjugation,and X is a smoothprojective homogeneousspace
of G. For each Borel subgroupB of G, B is the stabilizerof the corresponding pointof X, hence thereis a natural isomorphismGIB X: g v--gBg-'.
The set of orbitsof G in X x X can be identifiedwith the Weyl group
W of G as follows:for any i
(T, B) as in (1.1), use thecompositebijection
-

x GIB)
G\X x X;
g) G\(GIB
~~~~~~~~~(e,
this is independentof the choice of (T, B). We denote by O(w) the orbit
correspondingto we W; this is the orbit of (B, &Bil-'), where lb e N(T)
representsw. We shall say that two Borel subgroups B', B" of G are in
relative position w, w C WYif and only if (B', B") C O(w). In diagrams, we
will picture this by B'
B".
The basic properties of Bruhat decompositioncan be expressed as
follows:
(a) If w = w1w2,with l(w) = 1(w1)+ 1(w2)then
(a,) (B', B") c O(w1)and (B", B"') e O(w2) (B', B"') e O(w);
(a2) if (B', B"') e O(w), there is one and only one B" such that
(B', B") c O(wl) and (B", B"') G 0(w2).
W

N( T)IT

B\GIB

Ui

-

On the scheme level: O(w1) x x 0(w2)

-

O(w).

(b) Let s be an elementaryreflectionand let B be a Borel subgroup.
(b1) P = B UBsB is a (minimalparabolic)subgroup,i.e., if (B', B") G0(s)
and (B", B"') C 0(s), theneither(B', B"') e 0(s) or B' - B"'.
(b2) The quotientL of L = P/UP (U, = unipotentradical of P) by its
centreis isomorphicto PGL(2). The space XL is hencea projectiveline. The
inverseimage map XL X has as image the set of Borel subgroups B' in
relativepositione or s with B.
(b3) Via either projection,0(s) - 0(s) U O(e) c X x X is hence a fibre
-
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space over X, with fibreP,. It is providedwiththe sectionO(e); thisreduces
its structuralgroupfromthe projectiveto the affinegroup. The complement
0(s) of that sectionis a fibrespace with fibrethe affineline.
1.3. The assumptions (0.1.1) are in force in the rest of this chapter.
The scheme X is hence definedover Fq and providedwith a Frobeniusmap
F: X-? X.
DEFINITION1.4. For w in the Weyl group W of G, X(w) c X is the
locallyclosedsubschemeof X consistingof all Borel subgroupsB of G such
that B and F(B) are in relative position w.
One can also regard X(w) as the intersection,in X x X, of O(w) with
the graph of Frobenius. It is easily checkedthat this intersectionis transverse. The orbitO(w) being smoothof dimensiondim(X) + I(w), it follows
that X(w) is smoothand purelyof dimensionl(w). The subschemeX(w) of
X is GF-stable. Hence, foreach primenumberI # p, GE acts on the l-adic
cohomologywithcompactsupportsof X(w).
DEFINITION

1.5. R1(w) is the virtual representation

1-)WHC(X(w), Ql)
of GF (an elementof the Grothendieckgroup of representationsof GF over

Q).
For w = e, X(w) is of dimension0; it is the set of rational Borel subof BF, whereB is an
groups,and R'(w) is inducedby the unit representation
F-stable Borel subgroup.
It will followfrom(3.3) that the characterof R'(w) has integralvalues,
of 1. This will justifyomittingI fromthe notation;R'(w) could
independent
be also regardedas a complexvirtual representationof GF.
An elementof the Weyl group W is said to be F-conjugate to w C W, if
it is of the formwlwF(w,)-', for some w1e W. We denoteby W' the set of
F-conjugacy classes in W. We shall recall in (1.14), that the GF-conjugacy
classes of F-stable (i.e., Fq-rational)maximal tori in G are parametrizedby

wo.
WF.

THEOREM1.6. R'(w) depends only on the F-conjugacy class of w.
Let w and w' be F-conjugate.

Case 1. w = w1w2, w'= w2F(w1) and l(w) = (w1) + l(w2) = 1(w2) + I(F(w,)) =

l(w') (0.4). For Be X(w), there is a unique Borel subgroup qB such that
(B, uB) C 0(w1) and (aB, FB) e 0(w2); we have the diagram of relative positions:
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F(B)

A

W1\J /W2

aB

\F(w1)
\

-F(aB)

W2F(w1)

(thebottomone because t(w2F(wj))=

(W2) + I(F(w1))), and qB C X(w'). By
the same argumentapplied to w2F(w1)and F(w,)F(w2) = F(w), we get a map

z: X(w')

X(Fw).

The diagram

{F

1F2

X(Fw)

-

X(Fw')

is commutative. The verticalmaps induceequivalencesof etale sites, hence
so do z-and a [SGA 1, IX, 4.10]. The resultingisomorphism
H,,*(X(w'))

'_, H,*(X(w))

is GF-equivariant,whence(1.6) in this case.
Case 2. For some fundamentalreflections, we have w' = swF(s) and
l(w') = 1(w) + 2. For B e X(w'), we can findtwo Borel subgroups -B, 6B
such that (B, -B) e O(s), (TB, 3B) e O(w), (3B, FB) e O(F(s)); moreover,YB
and 3B are uniquelydeterminedby these requirements. We definea partition X(w') = X1 U X2 by
Xi =

{B e X(w') 13B = F(YB)},

X2

=

{B

e X(w') 13B # F(YB)}.

Note that X1 is a closed subschemeof X(w'), while X2 is an open one. We
have Y: X, X(w) and, forB' e X(w), --'(B') is theset of all Borel subgroups
B such that (B, B') e O(s); hence -1'(B') is an affineline over k, and X1 is
(via -) an affineline bundleover X(w). It followsthat Y induces an isomorphism
-

(1.6.1)

i > 0

Hi(X1)
Hh(X(w))(-1)X,
->

If B e X2, we have

(3B, FB) e O(F(s)), (FB, F(YB)) e O(F(s)), 3B

#

F(YB)

hence (3B, F(YB)) e O(F(s)). Since
(F(YB), F(3B)) e O(F(w)), I(F(sw)) - I(F(s)) + I(F(w)),
it followsthat(3B, F(3B)) e O(F(sw)). Thus we have 3: X2
X(F(sw)). Let
=
=
x
3':
3B}
let
and
X(sw) be definedby
{(B, B) e X2
X(sw) I F(B)
X2
X23(B, B) = B; we definealso p: X2' -X2 by g(B, B) = B. We have a cartesian
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diagram
X2'

X(sw)

(1.6.2)

{F
X (F(sw))

X2

For any B e X(sw) we denote by sP the unique Borel subgroup such that
(B, sB) e 0(s), (sB, FB) e O(w). It is easy to see that `3''(B) can be identified
with the set of Borel subgroupsB such that (B, B) e 0(s), B - sB; it follows
that (3'-(B) is an affineline with a pointremoved. Thus X2'is (via 3') a line
bundleover X(sw) withthe zero-sectionremoved. Since the verticalarrows
in (1.6.2) induce equivalences of etale sites, we have a canonical exact
sequence (see [5]):
(.6.3

(1.6.3)

*

*H'-l(X(sw))

-

Hc(X2)

-

Hj-2(X(sw))(_-1)

> HC(X(sw))-b....

It can be proved that the maps a in (1.6.3) are zero; this fact will not be
used here.
Note that (1.6.1) and (1.6.3) are GF-equivariant and that GF acts trivially
on Q,(-1). It followsthat for any g e GF:
tr(g*, H*(X2)) = 0,
tr(g*,Hc*(Xj)) = tr(g*, HC*(X(w)).
If one uses the exact sequence
** *

-

, HfC-1(X1)

-

HI(X2)

-

HC(X(w'))

, HC(X1)

-*

it followsthat
tr(g*, HC*(X(w')))= tr(g*,H*(X1)) + tr(g*, HC*(X2))
- tr(g*, HC*(X(w)))
and 1.6 is proved in this case.
The general case. It sufficesto treat the case where w' = swF(s) for a
s. By permuting,if necessary,w and w' (w = sw'F(s)),
fundamentalreflection
we may even assume that l(w') ?> (w). If l(w') > I(w) we are in case 2. If
l(w') = I(w), the followinglemma shows that eitherwe are in case 1 (withw
and w' possiblyinterchanged)or that w = w'.
LEMMA 1.6.4. Let s, t betwofundamentalreflectionsin W and letw G W

be such that l(w) = l(swt). Then eitherw = swt, or
l(sw) = l(w)-1,

or l(wt) = I(w)-1.
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Let w = s1s2
s, be a reduced expression for w (0.4). Assume that
l(wt) = 1(w) + 1; then wt = s1s2* * * sktis also a reduced expression. We have
l(swt) = l(wt) - 1. It follows (cf. Bourbaki, [1, Ch. IV, ? 1, Lemme 31) that
either there exists j, 1 < j < k with ss, . .. sj = s, ... sj-lsj or we have
In the first case, we have w = ss, . . s_1sj+l . . . Sk and
SS1 . . . Sk = Sis.t.
l(sw) = 1(w) - 1; in the second case we have w = swt and the lemma is
proved.
..

1.7. Let us choose a maximal torus T* in G and a Borel subgroup B* c G
containing T*, with unipotent radical U*. The quotient E= G!U* is a
T*-torsor (= right principal homogeneous space of T*) over X = GB *. For
x e X, the fibre E(x) of the projection E
X is
E(x) = {geGIge*

=x)U*

where e* is the point of X corresponding to B*.
Let tbe N(T*) define the element w in the Weyl group W via the isomorphism a(T*, B*): W
> N(T*)/T*. If x, ye X are in relative position w,
the g's in G such that ge* = x and giwe*= y form a torsor A(x, y) under
B* nt B*tbl = T* (U* nrTU*ilrl).
For g e A(x, y), the class of gtbin E(y)
depends only on the class of g in E(x). This definesa map E(x)
E(y), which
we denote as right multiplication by tb. We have the formulas
(1.7.1)

(ut)b = (uti) ad tb-r(t),

(1.7.2)

u(tbt)-

(utb)t.

We will express (1.7.1) by saying that *T is a w-map of T*-torsors. It is
induced by a w-map of T*-torsors over O(w)
*w: pr* EAssume

that w = w1w2, w = tbl2

pr* E.

and that

x, y, z c X with (x, y) c O(w1) and (y, z)

G O(w2),

1(W)

=

I(W1)

+

1(W2);

then for

we have (x, z) c O(w) and

uw = (u*1)i2.

(1.7.3)

1.8. We now assume that T* and B* are F-stable. The identification
q(T*, B*) of T* and N(T*)!T* with the torus T and the Weyl group W is
then compatible with F. For w in the Weyl group, we denote by T(w) the
torus T, provided with the rational structure for which the Frobenius is

ad (w)F. We have
T(W)F

{t c T* I ad (w)F(t) = t}

For x C X, the Frobenius map induces a map F: E(x)
F(u)F(t). For x e X(w), we put

E(F(x)),

with F(ut)-
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E(x, Th)= {u C E(x) I F(u) = uth}.

This is a T(w)F-torsor.The E(x, qb)are the fibresof a map
wr:X2(wb)

>

X(w) , with X(wb) c E I X(w) a T(w)F-torsor over X(w) .

The actionof G on E restrictsto an action of GF on X(wl).
Up to isomorphism,the GF-equivariant T(w)F-torsorX(wb)over X(w) is
independentof the liftingqb of w in N(T*): for W' = wbt,there exists t1
with ad w-'(t,)F(t,)-' = t and the map u
X(tw)

ut, induces an isomorphism

X(w').

The groups GF and T(w)F act on HC*(X(tb),Q) by transportof structure.
For any 0 c Hom (T(w)F, Q*) we denote by H*(X(1k), Q)o the subspace of
Ql) on whichT(w)F acts by 0.
HC*(X(Wb)
DEFINITION 1.9. RO(w) is the virtual representation

(tb) Q 1)
of GE(an elementoftheGrothendieck
groupofrepresentationsof GEoverQ1).
E 1_])'H,(X

The character0 can be used to transformthe T(w)F-torsorX(b) into a
local systemof Q1-vectorspaces of rank one To over X(w), provided with
0: X(il) -> ToY, (xt) = 0(x)0(t).
The morphism w: X(b)
X(w) is finiteand
wr*Q1=

To

The sheaf Y0is the subsheafof r*Q,on which TF acts by 0, hence
H,*(X(l), Qi)o

=

H,*(X(w), S0o)

In particular,for 0 = 1,
R'(w) = E(-l)'H,(X(w),
so that Definition1.9 is compatiblewith(1.5).
Example 1.10. For w

=

qb = e, r: X(wh)

Q1)
X(w) becomes the projection

wr:GF!U*F
of GF on the space of
GF!B*F, and RO(w) is the representation
G
functionson GF satisfying
f (gtu) = d(t) lf(g)

GF acting by (g *f)(x) = f (g'x) (inducedrepresentation).

1.11. The Borel subgroup adgB* is in X(w) if and only if adgB* and
ad FgB * are in relative positionw, i.e., ifand onlyif g'-Fg C B *hB * (where
il e N(T*) representsw):
(1.11.1)

X(w) = {g e G I g-'Fg C B *wB *JIB

If a Borel subgroupB is in X(w), one can findg e G such that adgB* is
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B and adgadtwB*

=

FB:
X(w) = {g e G I g-lFgeiB*}JB*

(1.11.2)

n adwB*

T* .( U*nadwkU*). Changing g to gt,we can normalize
g so that we have also g-'Fg e twU*:
where B* n adtwB*
(1.11.3)

X(w) = {ge G I glFg e w U*}!T(w).(*(U nadwlU*).

A pointin X(wl) is definedby a Borel subgroup B, plus g e G such that
adgB* = B, adgadwhB* = FB and gw = Fg mod U*:
(1.11.4)

X(Wb)= {g e G I g-'Fg

?wU*}!U* n adwhU*.

COROLLARY1.12. Thefollowingassertions are equivalent:

(i) X(w) is affine;
(ii) X(wh)is affine;
(iii) Let p be theaction of U* n adwhU*on U* definedby
p(u)v = adil-'(u)vF(u-');

thenU*!p(U* n adwtU*) is affine.
U*}. The mapf: S ) U*: g P->i-l1g-Fg induces
Put S = {g e G I g-1Fge wb
an isomorphism GF\S ) U* and is such that for ue U* nadwtU*,
f(gu) = p(u)-lf(g). Hence,
GF\X(h)

U*!(U* n adwhU*).

As X(b)!T(w)F = X(w), it only remainsto use the fact that a space and a
quotientof it by a finitegroup are simultaneouslyaffineor not.
We will have to use another descriptionof r: X(wb) X(w). First, an
easy lemma:
LEMMA 1.13. Let J be the set of pairs (T, B), T an F-stable maximal

torus and B a Borel subgroup containing T. The map h which to (T, B)
associates therelative position of B and FB induces a bijection
GF\j-,

W

The proofwill be given in (1.15).
If we use (T, B) c J to identifyW with N(T)/T, we have
(1.13.1)

h(T, adwl'B) = w-'h(T, B)F(w),

wherewlc N(T) representsw, hence
COROLLARY1.14. The map h induces a bijection

{GF-conjugacyclasses of F-stable maximal tori}-*
Here is anotherdescriptionof h: for (T, B) c J, if a: T

-+

Wo.
T and o: W

W
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(W = N(T)/T) are definedby (T, B), then
> T.
aFa-1 = ad h(T, B) oF: T
To give h(T, B) is the same as to give adh(T, B) oFc W oFc End(T), and
to give the F-conjugacy class of h(T, B) is the same as to give ad h(T, B) oF
up to W-conjugacy.
1.15. The space of maximal tori of G can be identifiedwith the homogeneous space G/N(T*), and the space of maximal torimarkedby a containing Borel subgroup can be identifiedwith G/T*. The group T* being the
connectedcomponentof N(T*), (1.13) is a special case of the general result
describedbelow.
Let G. be a connectedalgebraic group over Fq and let x: -0 E0 be a
spaces. We denoteby G, E, E the correspondmorphismof G.-homogeneous
ing objects over k, and we assume that the stabilizer S(e) of e c E is the
connectedcomponentof the stabilizer S(w(ae)) of r(e) e E. Since any Gohomogeneousspace has a rational point, the existence of Eo imposes no
conditionon E0.
The groups S(e)/S(e)? forma local systemon E, whichbecomesconstant
on E; we denote by W its constant value on E. For ~ e -E, we have an
S(w(a ))/S(w(e)) and, for f = ge, we have ax(f) =
isomorphismax(e): W
W act on E on the right, by w = a(e)(w)e; in
We
the
group
let
adgax(e).
this way, E becomesa W-torsor(= principalhomogeneousspace) over E.
The group W is acted on by F, with F(e w) = F(e )F(w). The set WSof
F-conjugacy classes in W is the set of orbitsof the action of W on itself by
w w-wF(w-)-1.

PROPOSITION1.16. For e e EF and

~ e E above it, defineh(e, e) e W by

F(e) = e.h(ee

).

(i) The map h induces a bijectionfrom the set of GF-orbits in
e} to W.
(ii) We have h(e,ew) = w-1h(e,e)F(w). Hence the map h induces a
bijectionfrom GF\EF to the set of F-conjugacy classes in W.
{(e, e) IeEF,w(E

)

We will only prove (i). Let Y be the set of ~e E such that w(e) ? EF.
If e%e EF, the map g + ge0 identifiesX with {g G g-'Fg ? S(u(Q))}S0e0).
The Lang isogeny g-'Fg is an isomorphismG'\G G, hence the map
geo+ g-'Fg inducesa bijection
GF\X

>

acting by s'xF(s)) .
(Sw(CO))/(S(CO)

The orbitsof this actionof S(eO)are just the usual cosets, and the resulting
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bijection GF\X -

W is the h above.

DEFINITION1.17. Let T be an F-stable maximal torus and let B be a
Borel subgroupcontaining T, withunipotentradical U; let w betherelative
position of B and FB.
(i) XTCB is X(w). The map go adgB induces isomorphisms
XTCB

{g ? G I g-'Fg ? BF(B)}/B
= {ge GI g-'Fge FB}/B n FB
={g C G I g-'Fg C FU}/ TF*(unFU).
=

(ii) XTCB is {g ? G I g-'Fg e FU}/un EU.
is a
We have a projectionmap w: XTCB XTCB, for which XTCBGF-equivariant TF-torsor over XTCB; GF acts by left multiplicationand TF by right
multiplication(it normalizesU n EU).
1.18. Let ThC N(T*) be a representativeof w. If x' C G is such that
ad x'(T *, B *) = (T, B) thenB and FB = ad Fx'B * are in relativepositionw,
and FB contains T, henceFB = adx'ad hB* and x'-'F(x') C ubB*n N(T*) =
wTT*. Replacing x' by x

=

x't (te T*) one can achieve x-'F(x) = h. The x

such that adx(T*, B*) = (T, B) and x-'F(x) = T form a T*F-torsor. For
such an x, adx induces an isomorphismT(w)
T (hence T(w)F
TF); this
isomorphismis independentof x.
PROPOSITION1.19. Let T, B, U, w be as in (1.17) and x, Thas in (1.18).
The map g gx- induces an isomorphismfrom the GF-equivariant T(w)F_
torsor X(wil)over X(w) (or rather its model (1.11)) to the GF-equivariant
TF torsorXTCB over XTCB (or rather its model(1.17)).

This is a straightforwardcomputation.
1.20. The cohomologyof XTCB is acted on by GF and
character8: TF
Q* we put as in (1.8):
RTCB =

E

TF.

For any

( 1) Hc(XTcB Qi)o

(an elementin the Grothendieckgroup of representationsof GF over Q).
By (1.19), for x as in (1.18), we have
Rf

=

Ro~adx(W)

We shall see in Chapter 4 that RTCBis independentof B. For g e GF such
that adg carries T, B, and 8 to T', B', and 8', we have clearlyRTCB= R IcB'a
hence RfCB will eventuallydependonlyon the GF-conjugacyclass of T and
on the orbitof 8 under(N(T)/T)F.
The end of this chapter will be used in the proofof 7.10 only.
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1.21. Isogenies. Let T be an F-stable maximal torus of G, and let Z
be thecentreof G. We denote G x ZT thequotientof G x T by thesubgroup
{(z, z-) zG Z}.
Let B be a Borel subgroupcontainingT. The actionx v-*gxtof GF x TF
on XTCB is inducedby an action of (G x Z T)F, given by the same formula.
COROLLARY1.22. On H*(XTCB, Qi)o, ZF acts bythecharacter8 | ZF. In
particular, on any irreduciblerepresentationoccurringin R'CB, ZF acts by
8|

ZF.

- G be the simplyconnectedcoveringof the derived group of
Let w: GO
G. T = r-'(T), B = ;r1(B) and let Z be the centreof G.

PROPOSITION 1.23. One has TF/w(TF)

> GF/w(GF).

Injectivity is clear; we have to check the surjectivity of the map
GF induced by q': Tx GC; G:t, g-twr(D). Via A', Tx G is a
(Tx G)F
T-torsorover G (with (t, g) * T = (ti, t`g)), and one applies Lang's theorem
to the connectedgroup T.
Let h

1.24.

A

B be a homomorphism of finitegroups and let X be
a space on whichA acts. The induced space IndB (X) (unique up to unique
=

-+

isomorphism)is any B-space I, providedwith an A-equivariantmap A: X
I, such that for any B-space Y. HomB (I, Y)
HomA (X, Y). One has
IndA(X) = llbeB'A bp(X), and 9p(X) - Ker (h)\X.
PROPOSITION 1.25. The (Gx

Z

XTCBis induced by the (G x

T)F-space

ZT)F

space XTCj.B
LEMMA1.26. In the diagram
0

-

o->

Ker

TF

1~

(G/Z)F

I't' 1)

l(t, 1)

l(l)

Ker->

TF

(T X ZG)F

=_==

1.

-

(T x Z G)F

-

coker

-

0

1(2)
coker->

0

(G/Z)F

the maps (1) and (2) are isomorphisms.
Indeed, T x Z G (resp. T x Z G) is a T (resp. T)-torsorover G/Z = G/Z,
hence, since T and T are connected, (T x

Z

G)F is a TFtorsor over (G!Z)F,

and (T x Z G)' is the induced TFtorsor.
Proof of 1.25. By 1.26, we are reduced to prove that XT.B, as a TF_
are
The spaces XTTB and X
space, is induced by the TFSpace X
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indeed respectively TF and TF-torsor over XTCB = XiCi
the TF-torsor induced by the TF torsor XTCB.

and XTCBis hence

COROLLARY
1.27. Let 8 be a characterof GF/w(GF).We denoteagain by
8 its restriction to TF. One has RapB = $RCB
It followsfrom1.25 that
H*(XTC

B. Q I)

=

I nd ( Gx

ZT )F

(X

TcB

Q I)

The character 0(gt) of (G x Z T)F is trivial on the image of G x 2 T. The
inducedrepresentationwe consideris hence isomorphicto its tensorproduct
with 0(gt), and 1.27 is a formalconsequenceof this.
2. Examples in the classical groups
2.1. Let V be an n-dimenssional
vectorspace over k and put G= GL( V).
If b = (b1, *. .

,

b,) is a basis of V, we may take for T* the group of diagonal

matrices and for B * the group of upper triangular matrices. The Weyl
group lifts into the subgroup of N(T*) consistingof the il's inducing a
permutationof basis vectors. In this case, T, W (1.1), X (1.2), E, -lb (1.7),
have the followingalternativedescription.
are the transpositions
(a) T = GA,W = e5, the fundamentalreflections
(i, i + 1) and the actionof W on T is by permutation.
(b) X is the space of completeflags D1 c ** c D,1 in V: a flag D is an
of V with dimDi = i for 1 < i < n - 1.
increasingfiltration
(c) E is the space of complete flags marked by non-zero vectors
ei C DiJDi-1= GrD(V) (1<i<n), where we use theconventionDo = 0, Dn= V;
T acts on E by (D, (ei))(X%)= (D, (Xiej)). This is a G-equivariantT-torsor
over X.
(d) If D' and D" are two flags,theirrelative positionis labelled by the
permutationw such that GrDi )GrfD"(V) / 0. The isomorphisms
Gr(i)(V) _ Gr "Grw(V)

Gri)Gri

(V)

Gr"(V)

inducea w-isomorphism
betweenthe T-torsorE(D') of markingsof D' and
Fe
When
w
e
is the n-cycle (1,
Mia.
n), D' and D" are in relative
E(D "):
positionw if and only if
D

+ D'=

Dr'+l(1 <

i< n-1)

and D 1 + D'

V.

2.2. We now take k and Fq as in (0.1.1) and assume that V is provided
with an Fq-structure. Frobenius maps are then defined. For w = (1, ***, n),

the conditionfor a flag D to be in relative positionw with its image FD by
Frobeniusis that D be the flag
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D1 c D1 + FD1 c D1 + FD1 + F2D1 cz.

and that V=e'

F5D1.

If we denoteby P( V) the set of homogeneouslines in V, the map D v-+D1 is
an isomorphismfromX(w) to the set of all x C P( V) whichdo not lie on any
if and
Fq-rationalhyperplane. A markinge of F is such that F(e) = e
only if
.

F2(e1)(model, F(el)),

F(el) (mod el), e3

e2

*.

en- F"-'(e,) (model, F(el), *,F-2(el))
and
Fn(el) (mod F(el),

el

***,

-(el))

e is definedby el ? D1 subject to the conditionthat
el A F(el) A

...

A Fn-'(el)

-

Fn(el) A F(e,) A

=

(-l)%'

...

A F '(el),

i.e.:
(2.2.1)

F(el A

A F-'(e,))

...

(el A

A F'n-(el))

...

If (xi) are the coordinatesof el withrespectto some rational basis, the condition(2.2.1) can be rewritten
(-1)%'(det

(2.2.2)

1

=

(xqa')1?i,6?n)q-

The formon the leftis invariantunderGL(n, Fq). Up to a scalar factor, it
is the productof all non-zeroFq-rationallinear forms. The map (D, e) v-*e1
inducesan isomorphismof X(wb)with the affinehypersurface(2.2.2). This
*, and this is the action of
Xx for X ? F
hypersurface is stable under x
T(w)F.

Our work has been inspiredby resultsof Drinfeld,who provedthat the
discreteseries representationsof SL(2, Fq) occur in the cohomologyof the
affinecurve x

is SL2(F)-invariant.
1 (the form xy-x
= X
Let ~9(q,r, n) be the numberof Fqr-rationalpoints of X(w), r > 1. We
have the following
=

-

PROPOSITION

2.3.
,p(q, r, n)

=Ilin

q'q)

.

Proof. We define a partition P(V) = X0 U X, U ... U Xn, as follows:
Xi is the set of points x e P(V) such that x, F(x), F2(x), .*.*span a linear

subspace of dimensioni of P( V). This partitionis invariantunderFrobenius,
and clearly Xi has precisely
w~.rz+

1) ( 1 - q )
...*(

q'+)
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Fq-rationalpoints. It followsthat
-

1

-

~Eo'i,,-1

p(q, r, z

+ 1)

(1 -

(i

-

q+l)

This shows that, for fixedn, ep(q,r, n) is a polynomialof degree (n - 1) in
Q = qr, with coefficientpolynomialsin q, and leading term Q-'. Since
)p(q,r, n) = 0 for 1 ? r < n - 1, this polynomial must be divisible by (Q-q),
(Q - q2)%Al (Q - qn-1). It follows that
ep(q,r, n) = (Q
and the propositionis proved.

-

q)(Q

- q2)

...

(Q

-

qnll)

2.4. Let V be a vector space as in (2.2), with a fixednon-degenerate
symplecticform<, > definedover Fq. We musthave n = 2m. The symplectic
group Sp( V) is thena group as in (0.1.1). Let Y be the set of all complete
isotropic flags D1 c D2 c *
D1

D2

# FD1cD2,

c Dm in V (dim Di = i) such that
..,

FD2cD3

Dmj

-

Dm # FDm .

FDm-lCDmn

Then Y can be identifiedwith X(w), where w is a Coxeter element in the
Weyl group W of Sp ( V); if we identifyW withthe groupof all permutations
a of -m, *...
-2, -1, 1,2, *..., m such that q(-i) =-v(i)
for all i, then
w is the permutation

m), -11 >-m,
i-s
m), 11 >-m .
On the other hand, Y (hence also X(w)) can be identifiedwith the set of
x e P(V) such that
-'

--+-i+1(2 ?
i -1(2 <?!<i

<x, F(x)> = <x, F2(X)>

*.

= <x, Fm-l(x)>

= 0, <x, Fm(x)>

#

0.

For example, if dimV = 4, this is just the set of all x e P(V) such that
<x, F(x)> = 0, <x, F2(x)> # 0. Note that the equation <x, F(x)> = 0 defines
a non-singularsurface S in P(V) and that <x, F2(x)> : 0 means that we
removefromS a unionof rationalcurves, one for each isotropicplane in V,
definedover Fq. One can prove that in this case (n = 4), the number of
Fqr-rational pointsof X(w) is given by:
q2r-

q

(1

+

q)2qr

+

q(1-

q)2(-q)r

+ q

-(qr_

q)(qr-

3)

r odd.

3. A fixed point formula

3.1. Let X be a scheme, separated and of finitetype over k and let
v: X X be an automorphismof finiteorder of X. We decomposea as
a = sEu wheres and u are powers of a respectivelyof order primeto p and
-
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a powerof p. The main result of this chapteris the following:
THEOREM3.2. With the abovenotations(see also 0.5),
Tr(u*, HC*(X, Q1)) = Tr(u*, HC*(Xs, QZ)) -

The firststep is to provethat thelefthand side is an integerindependent
of 1. One might conjecturethat for any endomorphism
f of X and each i,
Tr(f*, HC(X, Q1)) is integraland independentof 1, but such a more general
and preciseresult is knownonlyforX properand smooth(Katz and Messing,
Inv. Math. 23 (1974), 73-77).
PROPOSITION 3.3. With the notationsof 3.1, Tr(o*, HC*(X, Q)) is an
integerindependentofI (I # p).

A standardspecializationargumentallows us to assume that p > 1 and
that k is an algebraic closureof the primefieldFp. This is anywaythe only
case we will need in the rest of the paper. The schemeX and a can then be
definedover some finiteextensionFq c k of Fp; we denote by F: X
X the
corresponding
Frobeniusendomorphism.
Let us firstassume that X is quasi-projective. Then, for n ? 1, the
compositeF o oais the Frobeniusmap relative to some new way of lowering
the fieldof definition
of X fromk to Fqnand the Lefschetzfixedpointformula
forFrobenius([5] and [11]) shows that Tr((Fnc)*, H*(X, Q1)) is the number
of fixed points of Yna (n > 1). The automorphismsF* and v* of the
cohomologycommute;as a functionof n, Tr((F"n)*, H*(X, Q1)) is hence of
the formE aoX" where X runs throughthe multiplicativegroup Ql of Q1
and wherea, is zero for all X except for a finitenumberof them.
The functions N+

(for Xe Q*) are linearly independent.

Q*: n

This can be checkedeitherby usingVandermondedeterminantsor by appealingto Dedekind'stheoremon thelinearindependenceof characters(Bourbaki,
AlgebreV, ? 7, 5). For n > 1 the numbers E aolx = I X"i
are rational;
z
hencefor any automorphism of Q, one has
S

z((x )(X)n

-

zl(a:-l~l)X\"

E

-

{a

(n

>

1),

and, by the linear independenceof the functionsVn,
aU)

=Z

(a2)

In particular,Tr(a*, HC*(X, Q1))=
a, is invariantby any automorphism
of Ql, hencerational. Similarly,as Tr((Fnq)*, Hc*(X,Q1))= XF-, I is independentof 1, forany isomorphismr: Q, -+ Q11one has
rTr(or*, Hc*(XIQ1))= Tr(a *, H*(X, Ql ))
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hencethe rationalnumberTr(*, HC*(X,Q,)) is independentof 1.
Since the automorphisma has finiteorder, Tr (o*, HC*(X, Q,)) is a sum
of rootsof unity,hencean algebraicinteger. Beingrationalit is an ordinary
integer.
If we do not assume X to be quasi-projective,we can either repeat the
previousargumentby workingwith algebraic spaces or reduceto the quasiprojectivecase: if (Xi) is a finitepartitionof X intolocally closed quasi-projective subschemesstable undera, then (cf. [5])
(3.3.1)

Tr(oy*,H,*(X, Q1))= ,Tr(a*,

HC*(Xi,Q1)).

3.4. Proof of 3.2. Let (Xi) be a partitionof X into locally closed subschemesstable undera and such that, on each Xi, a definesa free action of
a cyclic group. By applying (3.3.1) to the decompositionsX= U Xi and
X8 = U X2, one reduces to the case where a generates a free action of a
cyclicgroup H. In this case, either
(a) a is of ordera power of p, hences = Id, u = a and (3.2) is trivial,or
(b) the order of a is divisible by a primenumber1' # p and we must
0 As
prove that Tr(a*, H,*(X, Q1)) O.
Tr(a*, H,*(X, Q1)) = Tr(a*, HC*(X, Ql,))
we may as well assume that 1 = 1'. Let us now grant the

(3.3)

PROPOSITION3.5. Let H be a finite group acting freely on X. Then

Z(h) == Tr(h*, H,*(X, Q1)) is the character of a virtual projective Z4[HJmodule.
If H is abelian, and if H' is its largest subgroupof order prime to 1, a
if and
representationof H over Z1 gives rise to a projectiveZ1[HJ-module
character
of H'. Its
vanishesthen
only if it is inducedfroma representation
on H - H' and we get the vanishing(b) by applying(3.5) to the cyclicgroup
generatedby a.
3.6. Let A be a torsionringwith unit and let iFbe a sheaf of left Amoduleson a scheme Y, with Y separated and of finitetype over k. The AmodulesH(fY, T) are thenthe cohomologymodulesof a finerobject RF,( Y, T)
in the derivedcategoryDb(A) of the categoryof A-modules. The following
is the key to the proofof 3.5.
PROPOSITION3.7. Assume A to be right and left noetherian. If T is a

constructiblesheaf of projective A-modules,then RIF(Y, T) can be representedby a finitecomplexof projective A-modulesof finitetype.
We repeat the proofin [10, XVII (5.2.10)].
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(a) The H,(Y, T) are A-modules of finitetype, and vanish for i >
2 dim(Y) ([10, XVII (5.2.8.1) and (5.3.6)1).
(b) For any rightA-moduleof finitetype N, one has

N A ) - NXA RC(Y
TY)
RFC(JYI
([10, XVII (5.2.9)1); the proofrests on replacingN by a freeresolutionof N,
to reduce to the trivial case where N is free of finitetype; we are allowed to
use such left infiniteresolutionsbecause RFC is of finitecohomologicaldimension. The assumptionthat N is of finitetype is in fact unnecessary.
(c) By (a) we can representR]Fc(Y, f) by a complex of A-modulesK-,
with K' = 0 for i C [0, 2 dimY] and K' freeof finitetypefori > 0. For any
rightA-moduleof finitetype N and any i > 0,
RFc( Y, T)) (b) H-iRFc( Y, NO f) = 0
The A-moduleK0 is henceflat; it is of finitetype because H0(K-) is, henceit
Tor' (N, K0) = H-i(N

?L

is projective.

3.8. Proof of 3.5. We will assume that X is quasi-projective (the
general case can be handledas in 3.3). Put Y - X/H and denote by w the
projection r: X

)Y.

The group H acts on wrZ/l1and this action turns wrZ/1"

intoa locally constantsheaf of free Z/l"[HJ-modules
of rank one. By 3.7,
Y, Z/1")can be representedby a complex Kn of projective Z/l[H]RJ'c(Y,
modulesof finitetype. Onehas RFc(Y wZ/l)
7RC(Y, rZ/I+1)L
lZ/
(3.7 (b)), and one checkseasily ([11, XV, 3.3, Lemme11)that onceKnis chosen,
one can choose K?+, such that Knis the reductionmod1 of K,+, Taking a
projectivelimit,we get a complex Kooof projective Z,[HJ-modulesand an
H-equivariantisomorphism
Hc*(X, Z1) = lim HC*(X, Z/l) = lim HC*(Y, w*Z/1I) = H*(Koo)

(the middleequality because 7cis finite). We thenhave
X(h) = Z; (- 1)i Tr (h, Kz) .
3.9. Let X/kbe as in (3.1), T a finiteabelian group of order prime to
p, G a finitegroup and p an action of T x G on X. We assume that the
actionof T on X is free. We let T x G act on H*(X) by transportof structure. For any character 8 of T with values in Q1, we denote by H,*, the
subspace of H*(X) on which T acts by 0; on Ho*,t* is the multiplicationby
0(t)'.

Let us assume for simplicitythat X is quasi-projective. We denote by
;r the projectionir: X-) Y = X/T. The group G acts on Y. For each g e G,
we denoteby I(g) the set of connectedcomponentsof the fixed point set Y9
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and by Y17the componentcorrespondingto i e I(g).
For y e Y, r'-(y) is a principalhomogeneousset for the action of the
abelian group T. If y e Y9, g acts on w-'(y) and commuteswith T, it hence
acts like some t(g, y) e T:
gx = t(g,x)x, x G r-'(y);
t(g,y) is constantfor y in each connectedcomponentYj9of Yg; we denoteit
by t(g, ).
The Theorem3.2 will be used in the followingform.
COROLLARY3.10. With the above notations, let g

=

su be the decomposi-

tion of g e G as the product of commutingelementsrespectivelyof order
prime to p and a power of p. Then,
Tr (g*, Ho*)

=

e

8(t(s, i)-1)Tr (u*, H,*( Yis))

I (s)

For tc T, the decomposition3.1 of a = tg is tg = (st)u.
w'1(yi)st =
w'( Y)
X)st =Je(S)

We have

JJi

I(s)
t= t (s i )

hence

T

Tr(g*, Ho*) =
-

1

TI
=

-

(t)-Tr(g*t*-1,H,*(X))

t

0(t)Tr (g*t*,H*(X))

Et

1

TI
Tlt-t(S'f

0(t)

1
e

{ieI(s)

-1

Tr(u*,

0(t(s, i)-1)Tr(u*,

1

*(-l(Yis)))

HJI*(w-1(ys)))

The decomposition(3.1) of the automorphismtu of r-'(Yis)is t u. For t + e,
t has no fixedpoint,hence
Tr((tu)*, H1*('-1(Y:s))) = 0

(t # e).

The endomorphism
1

E t* of HC*(i-'(Yis))

is a retractiononto the subspace w*H,*(Yjs), hence
I

Tr(u*, H,*(i-r'(Yjs)))= Tr(u*, Hc*(Yjs))

TIT

and, substitutingintothe expressionfor Tr(g*, H*), we get (3.10).
3.11. The end of this chapterwill not be used in this paper. Let G be
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a finitegroup acting on X/kas in (3.1). For simplicitywe assume X to be
quasi-projective. Assumefurtherthat G acts freelyon X, and put Y = X/G.
The coveringX of Y is said to be tame if Y can be imbeddedas a Zariski
open dense subset of a properscheme Y in such a way that the p-Sylow-subgroups of G act freelyon the normalisationX of Y in X:
X
1

Ye

.1X
1

,Y.

3.12. With the abovenotations,if XI Y is tame, then the
virtual representation (-1)tH,(X)
of G is a multiple of the regular
representation.
PROPOSITION

It sufficesto prove that Tr(g*, H*(X)) = 0 for g # e. If g is not of
order a power of p, this followsfrom(3.2). If g is of ordera power of p, g
acts withoutfixedpointson X and
Tr(g*, H*(X)) = Tr(g*, H*(X, ji Q1)) = 0
by the Lefschetzfixedpointtheoremapplied to X and the sheaf j Q1.
3.13. Historical remark. The methodwe have followed,using (3.5),
was firstused by Zarelua (On finitegroups of transformations,Proc. Int.
Symp.on Topologyand its Applications,1968, pp. 334-339)and independently
by J. L. Verdierto prove that if a finitegroup G acts freelyon a topological
space X of finitecohomologicaldimension,and if the H$(X, Z) are of finite
type,then E (-1)tH'(X, Z) 0 Q is a multipleof the regular representation
of G.
4. The character formula

The assumptions(0.1.1) are in forcein this chapterand the next four.
DEFINITION 4.1. Let T be an F-stable maximatltorus of G. The Green
functionQT, (u) is the restrictionto the unipotentelementsofthecharacter
ofthevirtual representationRTCB,whereB is any Borel subgroupcontaining T.

This Greenfunctiondoes not dependon B (by (1.6) and (1.17 (i))); it only
dependson the GF-conjugacyclasses of T and u. The natural map x -~ Y
fromG to its adjoint group inducesa bijectionon the unipotentsets, and

(4.1.1)

QTau ()

=

QTGad(U)

r

The Greenfunctionis integer-valued(3.3) and is a restrictionof a character
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of G', hence QTG(U)

=

if (n, p) = 1.

QTG(u)

Let a be the smallest integer? 1 such that Fa' is the identityon W.
'
From the proofof (3.3) we see that
XJ'ut" is a rational functionof t
XT>
and that
(4-1-2)

QTAU()

XTrize

XTB

t to

In this chapter,we will express the characterof RTCBin termsof 0 and
of Greenfunctions.
THEOREM

4.2. Let x = su be the Jordandecompositionof x e

Tr(x, RTfB)

|

Z, 1)

ZO(s)F

|

P

QadgT,Z~'W(u)

GF.

Then

ad g(0)(s)

adgTczocs)

Let exbe the functionon GF whose value is 1 at x C GF and 0 elsewhere.
One can rewrite 4.2 as giving the followingformulafor the character of
RTCB

(4.2.1)

Tr(

, R.TcB) =

wherewe put QT,ZO(tu(U)

tgeTF

=0

COROLLARY 4.3. R9TzBis

IZ0}(t);

8(t) EueZO(t)F

geG

QTZ0(t)(U)4adg(tu)

wheneveru is not unipotent.
independentof the choiceof B (B D T).

From now on we shall write Rf for R2CB. We will deduce 4.2 from 3.7
and the followinggeometricalfacts.
PROPOSITION4.4. (i) If a Borel subgroup B1 of G contains s, then
0
B1 Zo(s) is a Borel subgroupof Z0(s).
(ii) Pick Tc B in G. AnyBorel subgroupB1such thats C B1is of theform
ad gB with ad gTc ZZ(s) (i.e., g-'sgc T). The leftcosetTT,B(Bl) (-) Z 0(s)*g
(def.)
depends only on T, B, and B1.
(iii) The map Bf' Bf n zo(s) is an isomorphismfrom the space of
Borel subgroupscontainings, such that T, B(B') =TT, B(Bl) and the space of
Borel subgroupsof Z0(s).

Proof. (i) is well known. Put B, = adg1B. We have gy'sg1C B hence
there exists u in the unipotentradical of B such that u-'g7'sg1uE T. We
take g = g1u. Put T' = adgT. If g'= hg is also such that adg'B = B1
(resp. ad g'Tcz ZO(s)) then h e B, (resp. h e Z0(s)N(T'), by the conjugacy of
maximal tori in ZO(s)). If W= N(T')/T' is the Weyl group of G and
W?= (N( T') n Z0(s))/T' that of Z0(s), the Bruhat decompositionfor Z0(s)
reads
ZO(s) = (B1 n Z(s)) W?(B1 n zo(s)),
and
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(B1Z?(s))n N( T') = B, W(B1 n Z?(s)) n N( T') cB1 W?B1lnN( T')

W?(T') ci Z?(s)

Hence
B1 n (Z0(s) N(T')) ci Z?(s)
and
B1 n (Zo(s).N(T')) =B1 fnz(s).
The element g such that ad gB = B, and ad g T ci Z?(s) is unique modulo
B1 n Z0(s), hence (ii) and (iii).
A Z?(s)-leftcoset z = Z?(s)g, with ad g T ci Z?(s), definesan isomorphism
7 fromthe maximal torus of G to that of Z?(s); ad g maps T (containedin
the Borel subgroup B) to ad g T ci Z?(s) (contained in the Borel subgroup
ad gB n ZO(s)). This constructionwill allow us to comparethe relative positionof Borel subgroupsin G and Z?(s).
PROPOSITION4.5. Let B,' and B1"be Borel subgroupscontaining s,
ZT, B(BI)

I

"

=

ZT, B(B1)

;

let w be the relative position of B' and B" (in G) and w, that of Bf n z0(s)
and B" n Z0(s) (in Z?(s)). Then
Replacing (T, B) by a conjugate, we may assume that B= B1' and that
T ci B' n zo(s) n B{. We will identifythe maximal torus of G and that of
Z?(s) with T, using Tci B and Tci (B n zo(s)). We then have T' = Id. Replacing B'" by a N(T) n Z?(s)-conjugate, we may further assume that
w, = 1, i.e., B, nZZ(s) = B." n zo(s). We must prove that w = i", which
is clear.

LEMMA4.6. If B and B', containing T, are in the same relative posi-

tion as B1 and B' containings, thenTTB(Bl)

=T,

B'(B)

Replacing(B, T, B') by a conjugate, we may again assume that B = B
and that TciB1 n zo(s) n B'. In this case B' = B/'.
To prove (4.2) we firstcomputethe space XTCB of Borel subgroups B1
containings and such that B1 and FB1 are in the same relativepositionas B
and FB.
4.7. Let XTB(g) be thesubspaceof XTCB consistingofthose
= Z?(s)g. Then

PROPOSITION

B1with zT,B(Bl)
(4.7.1)

XTCB

and, for g ? GF, the map B1

J~ge ZO(8)F\GF
adgTcZ0(s)

X0CB(g)

B1 n Z?(s) induces an isomorphism
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> XadgTcadgBlzO(s)

XTCB(g)

By 4.6, we have FzT, B(Bl) Z=T, FB(FB,) = zT, B(Bl). By Lang's Theorem,
the Z0(s)-principalhomogeneousspace z-T,B(Bl), beingF-stable, has a rational
point,hence(4.7.1). By (4.4 (iii)) and (4.5), the map (4.7.2) is an isomorphism
fromXTKB(g)to some X(w) (relativeto ZO(s)); to check whichw appears, we
observe that ad gB ? XTB(g).
Proof of 4.2. The theoremis now an immediateapplicationof (4.7) and
(3.10) applied to the action (1.17) of GF x TF on XTGB.
5. Characters of tori

We will assume chosenisomorphisms
(5.0.1)

k*

> (Q/Z), I

and
(5.0.2)

(roots of unityof orderprimeto p in Q )

>(Q/Z)P,.

5.1. Let T be a torus over k. Besides the character group X(T) =
Hom (T, Gm),we will considerits dual Y(T) = Hom (Gm, T). The duality is
given by
<x, h> = a ? h ? Hom (G,,, Gm) = Z
(x ? X(T) and

h ? Y(T)).

The maps (h, x)

isomorphisms
(5.1.1)

Y(T) (? k* = T(k)

=

1 h(x) and t

(x
t >-~ x(t)) induce

Hom (X(T), k*)

If T is a maximal torus in G, the rootsof T in G are elementsof X(T),
whilethe corootsbelongto Y(T). If axis a root,the correspondingcorootHa
is characterisedas follows:thereis a homomorphism
u: SL(2)-)G, whichmaps

to the
thesubgroup(1 1)ontotherootsubgroupUa,and whoserestriction
(Ox
is
Hs
x-))
groupof diagonalmatrices(identifiedwithGmby x
as

5.2. Using the chosen isomorphism(5.0.1), we can rewrite (5.1.1)

(5.2.1)

T(k) = Y(T) 0 (Q/Z)PT= (Y(T) ?&Q/Y(T))pt-

If T is obtainedby extensionof scalars froma torus To/Fq,theFrobenius
map F inducesa map F: Y( T) -- Y( T) (Y is a covariant functor)and TF is
the subgroup Ker (F - 1) of T(k) = Y(T) (0 (Q/Z)pt;since F is divisibleby
p, it is also the kernelof F - 1 in Y(T) (0 Q/Z:
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(5.2.2)

T

0

Y(T) &Q/Z

Y(T)

>0.

Q/Z

By applyingthe Snake Lemma to
0

) Y(T)

) Y(T) &SQ

) Y(T) &SQ/Z

>0

) Y(T) & Q

) Y(T) & Q/Z

>0

IF-1

{F-1
) Y(T)

0

IF-1

we get anotherexact sequence
(5.2.3)

0

T

Y(T)

FY(T)-

>0.

The maps in (5.2.2), (5.2.3) depend on the choice (5.0.1). An intrinsic
expressionfor these sequences would be as follows:
TF is the image of the middlemap in the exact sequence
0 -,

Y(T) p(1)

F-i
F-i

Y( T) '(1(1)

(F -i)-'

) Y( T)'p,'(1)() Q/Z

Y(T)^ (1)

0

Q/Z

0.

Let us map the sequences (5.2.2), (5.2.3) into Q/Z. The isomorphism
(5.0.2) providesan isomorphism
(T F)'

(

(def)

Hom (TF, Q*)

Hom (T F, Q/Z),

and we get exact sequences
(5.2.2)*
(5.2.3)*

0

X(T)
(T

0

F-i
-*

(T

X(T)
X(T)

?

Q/Z

>0
X(T)

-

0

Q/Z -

0.

The dual torus T* of T is definedby the rule X(T*) - Y(T), (hence
Y(T*) = X(T)); its Fq-structureis definedby (F on Y(T*)) _ (tF on X(T)).
Via some isomorphism
(5.2.4)

(TF)"

T*F

the sequences(5.2.3), (5.2.2) for T* are identicalwith (5.2.2)*, (5.2.3)*.
5.3. If we go fromFq to Fqn,F is replaced by Fn. Compositionwith
the normmap
ian

N:
T

is an injection'N-:(T F)'

F

F-i~~~~~F
W hv
-1

(TF1)1.

c

dia

We have commutative
diagrams
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{

Fn -1

Fn - 1

N

0

-Y

0

>

y

X

{N= Yn-1 Fi

{N

,---Y-

X

,

YO Q/Z

)( TF)

>

TF

X

X

)X

Q/Z ,

>~

A

T F),
(X

X

0,

>
XO@Q/Z

{

X&(3Q/Z

jtN

jtN-=ln-4Fi

0

OY

Q/Z > X&(3Q/Z

>O

>O.

whereX and Y stand for X(T) and Y(T). In particular,for 0 a character
of TF, 0 and O oN have the same image in X(T) ? Q/Z,and (5.2.4) gives rise
to a commutativediagram

17

(T*)F

(T F)
_N
(

Fn)

(*)Fn

PROPOSITION 5.4. Let T and T' be two F-stable maximal tori of G, and
let 0, 0' be charactersof TF, T F. We identifythemwithcharactersof Y(T)
and Y(T'), by (5.2.3). Thefollowingconditionsare equivalent:
(i) For somexe G,withadx(T) = T', themap inducedbyadx: Y(T)-Y(T')
carries 0 to 0';
(ii) For somen, the pairs (T, 0 oN), (T', 0' o N), where N is the norm
from T Fn to TF (resp. T In to TIF) are G~Fnlconjugate.

By 5.3, the condition(i) is invariantunderthe replacementof F by Fn
and of 0, 0' by 0o N, 0'o N. It hence sufficesto check(5.4) in the trivialcase
where T and T' are split.
DEFINITION 5.5. The pairs (T, 0), (T', 0') are said to be geometrically

conjugate when the equivalent conditionsof (5.4) hold.

5.6. Let (T, 0) be as above. The choiceof a Borel subgroupB containing T definesan isomorphismof T with the torus T; the corresponding
Y(T) carries 0 to a characterof Y(T) with values in
isomorphismY(T)
(5.0.2) identifies
the rootsof unityof orderprimeto p in Ql. The isomorphism
it withan elementof X(T) ? (Q/Z)p,.Its class [0] in (X(T) ? (Q/Z)p,)IWis
independentof the choice of B. It is invariantunderF. Let us put
[(X( T) (D)(Q/Z)

p

)|])[(X(

T) (9)QZ |]

PROPOSITION5.7. (i) The map 0 H- [0] induces a bijectionfrom the set
of geometricconjugacyclasses of pairs (T, 0) to 3.
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(ii) (CompareSteinberg[15,p. 93]). The numberofgeometricconjugacy
classes of pairs (T, 0) is ( ZOF fq' where Z0 is the identitycomponentof the
centreof G and I is the semisimple rank of G.
(i) The infectivityis clear on 5.4(i). Let us prove surjectivity. If the
class modW of x C X(T) (0 (Q/Z)p,is invariantby F, one indeedhas t(wF)x = x
forsome w E W, and x correspondsto a characterof T(W)F, henceof TF, for
some F-stable maximal torus T in G (1.14).
(ii) As in (5.2), we may now identifygeometricconjugacy classes of
pairs (T, 0) with Fq-rationalpoints of the quotient T*/W. Our task is to
compute
I (T*/W)F

I

H,(T*/W)) = E(-1)iTr(F*,

E (-1)iTr(F*,

Hc(T*)w)

Let G' be the derivedgroup of G; the torus T* is isogenousto (hencehas the
same cohomologyas) the productof ZO* with T'* (T' being the torus of G').
Since any torus has as many rationalpointsas its dual, we get by Kiinneth's
Theorem
I (T*/W)F l

Z

IF

(_1)iTr(F*,

H,(T'*)w)

We have
H*(T'*, Qj)

A* Hl(T'*, Qj) = A* (Y(T') ? Qj(-1))

henceby Poincare duality,
Hl-i(T'*,

Q1)

-

Hom (A' Y(T'), Q,(i

-

1))

and
Tr(F*, H2li(T'*)w)

ql-'Tr(F, A Y(T')w)
The next lemma shows that this trace is zero for i = 0, hencethe qt factor.
LEMMA5.8. Let W ci Aut (V) be a finitegroup generatedby reflections

of a real vectorspace V of dimension d. We assume that V' = 0. Then
(AiV)w = Ofor i # 0.
For a proof,see Bourbaki [1, Ch. V, Ex. 3 of ? 2].

5.9. Let T be an F-stable maximal torus in G and let a be a root of T.
For 0 a characterof TF, we will say that 0 is orthogonalto Ha: <H,, 0> = 0
if 0, viewed as a characterof Y(T) (5.2.3), is identically1 on Hor. The character 0 of Y(T) is theninvariantby the correspondingreflectionsa.
5.10. Let 7w:GO G be the simply connectedcovering of the derived
group of G, and let T be the inverseimage of T in G. The group T is con-
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nected:it is a maximaltorusin G. It acts on T x G by T*(t,g) = (tw(t)', tg),
and the map (t, g)F-tg inducesan isomorphismT\T x G-> G, hence (Lang's
Theorem) TE \TFx

GF

(5.10.1)

We have

> GF.

TF/w(TF)

G
GF/WF(G).

5.11. (i) A characterof TF is the restrictionto TF of a
characterof GF/wz(GF)if and only if it is orthogonalto all coroots.
(ii) Let 0 be a character of GF/w(GF), T and T' two F-stable maximal
toriand letx E G besuch thatadx (T) = T'. Thenadx: Y(T)-+ Y(T') carries
the restrictionof 0 to TF (viewedas a characterof Y(T)) ontotherestriction
of 0 to TIF: the restrictionsof 0 to the F-stable maximal tori are all geometrically conjugate.
PROPOSITION

The assertion(i) followsfrom(5.10.1), and the fact that Y(T) c Y(T) is
spannedby the corootsHa. To prove (ii), we will use the criterion5.4 (ii).
Let n be such that x e GFn. We willprovethat if y e TFn, N(y) and N(adx(y))
have the same image in GF/w(GF), hence that adx transforms (6 I TF) o N into
(d I TIF) o N.

The map t F N(t)-1N(adx(t)): TV G liftsuniquelyintoa map q': TV G
mappinge to e. Indeed,
(a) it factorsthrough T/Z;
T/Z and
(b) the map t N(t)-1N(ad x(t)): T_ G factors through T/Z
the desiredliftingis the compositeTV T/Z= T/Z- G.
Similarly,the map
-

(a, it)-- 0a-1N(t)-1N(adx(t))ad x(a): T x ToliftsintoA: T x T- G, with *(e, t) =

G

(t). The identity

F(N(t)-1N(ad x(t)))= N(Ft)-1N(Fadx(t))
= (t-lFnt)-1N(t)-1N(ad x(t)) ad x(t-)F ad x(t)
t)
= (tlF-t)1N(t)1N(adx(t))adx(t1F

liftsinto
Fq'(t)=

-

(t-1Fft ?(t))

= e, henceFp(y) =p(y) and p(y)e GF. We
Puttingt = y, we have y-1Fnzy
have N(y)-1N(adx(y)) e wcp(GF), as required.

Remark 5.12. The argumentabove can be used to show the existenceof
GF/w(GF) which for each F-stable maximal
a norm map N: GFn/w(GFn)
torus T gives rise to a commutativediagram
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Fn)

AN
>

G F/(GF)

5.13. Let (T, 6) be as above. We use (5.2.3) to identify6 with
a characterof Y(T). If the centreof G is connected,thenthestabilizer of6
in the Weyl group W = N(T)/ T is generatedby the reflectionssag,
for Ho a
corootorthogonalto 6.
THEOREM

The key pointin the proofis the same as in Steinberg'sTheoremthat if
the derivedgroup G' is simplyconnected,then the centralizerof any semisimpleelementis connected.
Let us identify6 with the correspondingelement in X(T) 0 (Q/Z)X,
(invariant under F). Let 01e X(T) ? Q be a representativefor it. This 01
has no p in the denominator.We have the dictionary:
(a) <Ha, 0>=O

<Ha, 01>eZ;

(b) 6 is fixedby w e We for some x e X(T), w61+ x = 01.
Let Xad be the subgroupof X generatedby the roots. It is the character
group of the image Tad of T in the adjoint group. The character group of
the centreZ = Ker (TV Tad) of G is X/Xad; the charactergroup of Z/Zed is
the torsionsubgroupof X/Xad, hence
(c) Z is connectedand smooth(resp. connected)if and only if X/Xad is
torsionfree (resp. has no torsionprimeto p).
For each root a, s51) = 01 - <Ha,, 01>a. The number <Ha,, 01> has no p
in the denominator; hence <Ha,,01>x e X(T) if and only if <Ha,,01>e Z; sa(6) = 6
if and only if <Ha,, 6> = 0. It remains to check that the stabilizer of 6 is
generatedby the reflectionsit contains.
Fix N such that (1/pN)Xad D X n (Xad A) Q) and such that pN _ 1 (mod
the orderof 6). For any w e W, w6l - 01 is in Xad 0) Q, hence if w6l - 06 is
in X, W(pNil) - (pNo6) e Xad. Replacing01by pN61, whichis also a representative of 6, we may assume that 6 is fixedby w e W ifand onlyif w6l + x = 0,
for some x e Xal. The stabilizerof 6 in W is the image in Wof the stabilizer
of 01in the affineWeyl group. It remainsto apply Bourbaki [1, Ch. VI, Ex.
lof ?2].
Remark 5.14. The proofshowsthat,if we use a suitableBorel subgroup

B D T to identifyW with W, the stabilizerof 6 becomesthe subgroupof W

generatedby some of the reflections
correspondingeitherto a simplerootor
to the negativeof the highestcoroot.
DEFINITION 5.15. (i) The character6 of TF is nonsingular if it is not
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orthogonalto any coroot.
(ii) 6 is in general position if it is not kept fixed by any non-trivial
elementof (N(T)/T)F.
PROPOSITION5.16. If the centreof G is connected,a character is non-

singular if and only if it is in general position.
and is
The stabilizerof 6 in N(T)/T is a group generatedby reflections,
stable by Frobenius. We have to provethat the subgroupfixedby Frobenius
is non-trivial.This followsfromthe next lemma.
LEMMA5.17. Let V a {O} be a euclidian vectorspace, and let W be a
finitegroup generatedbyorthogonalreflections. Weassume that VW {O}.
If a belongsto the normalizer A of W in O( V), the centralizer Wa of a in

W is non-trivial.

(a) Reductionto the irreduciblecase. Let V =
Vi be the decomposihave W = I Wi.
we
root
systems;
tionof V as a directsum of irreducible
The automorphisma permutesthe Vi; by taking a direct factor, we may
assume that it permutesthemcyclically: V=
ez Vi and a Vi = Vj?j. An
elementw = (wi) e W = II Wi is in Wa if and only if wi = ad a'(wo) and w(
is non-trivial.
is fixedby an; we are reducedto provingthat WJan
-

(b) In the irreducible case, one always has either A = W U - W or
-1 e W; both cases are clear.
COROLLARY5.18. For any G, if 6 is in general position, then6 is non-

singular.
Let us embedG in a group G, withconnectedcentreand the same derived
group. For instance,one can take G1= G x T/{(z,z'1) I z e Z(G)}. The torus
T is then containedin an F-stable maximal torus T1 of G1, and 6 is the
restrictionto TF of some character01of T1'. If 6 is in general position,01is
so a fortiori,hencenon-singular(5.16). A character01of T1Fis non-singular
if and only if its restrictionto TF is, hence (5.18).
Whenall rootsof G have the same length,geometricconjugacy can be
given the followingconvenientdescription.
DEFINITION 5.19. (Assumingall rootsto be of thesame length) Let T be
an F-stable maximal torus and let 6 be a characterof TF. The connected

centralizerS(T, 6) of (T, 6) in G is theF-stablereductivesubgroupof G with
maximal torus T and with root subgroups relative to T the Ua,for which
<Ho, 0> = O.
If <Haf,6> = <Hf, 6> = 0 and a + fi is a root, then H+? = Hog+ Hp,
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hence <Ha?+,6> = 0 and the definition
makes sense. Let 7r:S(T, 6) S(T, 6)
be the simplyconnectedcoveringof the derived subgroup of S(T, 6). By
5.11 (i), 6 extendsto a character6s of S(T, 0)F/w(S(T, 6)F).
PROPOSITION5.20. If the centreof G is connectedand all roots are of

the same length,then a pair (T', 6') is geometricallyconjugate to (T, 6) if
and only if (S(T, 6), 6S) and (S(T', 6'), 6%)are GF-conjugate.

The "if" part followsfrom5.11. Conversely,let (T', 6') be geometrically
conjugateto (T, 6): forsomex e G, ad x(T) = T' and ad x: Y(T) -Y(T') maps
6 to 6' (via (5.2.3)). If F': T'
T' is the Frobeniusmap of T', adx-'(F')=
ad wF forsomew inthe Weyl groupof T. We have tF0= 0, and t(adwF)6 = 0,
hence 6 is fixedby w, whichby part (i) belongs to the Weyl group of T in
S(T, 6). Let T" = ad y(T), y e S(T, 6) be an F-stable torus in S(T, 6), with
Frobenius F", such that (ad y)-'(F") = (ad x)-'(F'). Replacing (T, 6) by
(T", ady(6)) (by applying 5.11) and replacingx by xy-1,we are reduced to
the case whereadxF = F'adx. In this case, (T, 6) and (T', 6') are GF-conjugate; the identityadx(Ft) = Fad x(t) for t e T amountsto x-'Fx e T; and
replacingx by xt-1with t e T, t-'Ft = x-'Fx, makes x rational.
-

When rootsare not all of the same length,one has to work in the dual

group G* of G.

5.21. A group G* dual to G is a reductivegroup G* defined
over Fq, whose maximal torus T* is provided with an isomorphismwith
the dual of the maximal torus T of G, this isomorphismcarrying simple
rootsto simple coroots.
DEFINITION

Here are some propertiesof this duality. Let G and G* be dual.
(5.21.1) G and G* have the same Weyl group W. The action of W on
Y(T*) is the contragredientof its actionon Y(T).
(5.21.2) However, Frobeniusdoes not act in the same way on W in G
and G*: it acts in inverseways (the originof this is that F on Y(T *) is the
transposeof F on Y(T)).
(5.21.3) The conjugacy classes of pairs (T, B) (T an F-stable maximal
torus, B a Borel subgroup containingit) in G and G* correspond. With the
notationsof (1.13), (1.14), to the class of (T, B) we associate the class of
(T*, B *) with t(ad h(T. B)-Y o F) = adh(T*, B*)-1 otF; the tori T and T* are
in duality.
(5.21.4) This inducesa bijectionbetweenthe rationalconjugacy classes
of maximal tori in G and G*. If T and T' are in correspondingclasses, we
have a natural class (mod(N(T)/ T)F) of isomorphismsbetween T* and T'.
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(5.21.5) Let T be an F-stable torus on G, and let 6 be a characterof TF.
Fix T', a correspondingtorus in G*. The character6 definesan elementof
T*F, thena (N(T')/T')F-conjugacy class of elements6' of T'. In that way,
we get a bijectionbetweenGF-conjugacyclasses of pairs (T, 6) as above, and
G*F-conjugacyclasses of pairs (T', 6'), T' an F-stable maximal torus of G*
and 6' an elementof TIF. This correspondenceis compatiblewith extension
of scalars fromFq to Fqn(cf. 5.3.).
(5.21.6) By forgettingT', we see that each GF-conjugacyclass of pairs
up to G*F conjugacy.
(T, 6) definesan element6' e G*F, well-defined
PROPOSITION5.22. Two pairs (T1,06)and (T2, 02) are geometricallyconjugate if and only if O' and O' are geometricallyconjugate.

An extensionof scalars (cf. 5.4, 5.5) reduces us to the case where T1and
T2 are split. Conjugating,we may assume furtherthat T1 = T2. In this case,
geometricconjugacy is W-conjugacy,and the propositionis clear.
PROPOSITION5.23. Let G and G* be dual. Then, the centreof G is con-

nectedand smooth(resp. connected)if and only if the derived group of G *
is simply connected(resp. if its simply connectedcoveringis unseparable).
Put Y= Y(T*), T* the maximal torus of G*; let Y, be the subgroup
generatedby the coroots;and put Y2 = Y nlIf Q. Then, Y2is the Y-group
of the maximaltorusof the derivedgroup,and Y1that of the maximal torus
of its universal covering. The group of this covering is the dual of the
Pontrjagin dual of Y2/Y1, and (5.23) followsby comparisonwith point(c) in
the proofof (5.13).
COROLLARY5.24. If thecentreofG is connected,twopairs (T1,06),(T2,02)
as in (5.22) are geometricallyconjugate if and onlyif 06and 06 are G*F-conjugate.

Indeed, by a theoremof Steinberg,geometricconjugacyamountsin this
case (5.23) to conjugacy,for semi-simpleelementsof G* (their centralizers
are connected).
DEFINITION 5.25. Let (T, 6') correspond to (T, 6) as in (5.21.5).

The
pair (T, 6) is maximallysplit if the Fq-rank of T is equal to that of the
centralizerof 6', i.e., if T' is maximally split in that centralizer.
Any geometricconjugacy class of pairs (T, 6) containsmaximally split
pairs.
PROPOSITION5.26. If the centre of G is connected,two geometrically

conjugate maximallysplit pairs (T1,
06), (T2,02) are GF-conjugate.
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Via (5.21.5) and (5.24), this amountsto the known fact that two maximally split maximal tori in the centralizerZ(6') of a semi-simpleelement6'
of G *F are conjugate by an element of Z(6)F.
PROPOSITION5.27. If (T, 6) is maximallysplit, and the image of T in

theadjoint group is anisotropic, then6 is non-singular.

Fix (T', 6') as in (5.21.5). By assumption,Z0(6') containsno non-central
F-stable split torus, henceZ0(6') = T'. The roots of T' in Z0(6') correspond
to the corootsof T orthogonalto 0, hencethe proposition.
COROLLARY5.28. If (T, 6) is maximally split, T is containd in an Fstable Levi subgroup L of an F-stable parabolic subgroup P, and, in L,
(T, 6) is non-singular.
One chooses P and L so that the image of T in the adjoint group of L is
anisotropic. Being maximallysplit in G, (T, 6) is a fortiori maximally split
in L, and one applies (5.27).

The followingresult will be used in the next chapter.
PROPOSITION5.29. Let T' be a subtorus of a torus T, with T defined
over Fq (no assumption on T'). Let 6 be a characterof TF. It is trivial on
T' f TF if and only if, when viewedas a characterof Y(T), it is trivial on
((F - 1)Y(T') ? Q n Y(T)).
The conditionis that (x) = 0 for

(F -l)-'(x)

e (Y(T') ? Q + Y(T))

i.e., for

x e ((F-

1) Y(T')?

Q nY( T)) + ((F-

The character 6 being trivialon (F
x e ((F- 1) Y(T') X Qn Y(T)).

-

1) Y( T))

1) Y(T), this means 6(x) is trivial for

6. Intertwiningnumbers
Let T, T' be two F-stable maximal tori in G and let 0, 6' be characters of TF and T' . We put NG(T, T') = {g e G I Tg = gT'} and
6.1.

WG(T, T') = T\NG(T, T') = NG(T, T')/T' .

We will drop the index G if thereis no ambiguity. F acts on W(T, T'), and
W(T, T')F = TF\N(T, T')F = N( T, T )F /TI
THEOREM6.2. If 6-1is not geometricallyconjugate to 6', then
[Hc (XTCB)O (? Hc*(T'CB')o',GF

=

0

1
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i.e., if an irreduciblerepresentationof GF occurs in HC*(XTkB)o,its dual
does not occur in HC*(X'T'B') 0'
The virtual representationR171is the dual of R (as can be seen on the
characterformula4.2), hence we have as a corollary:
COROLLARY
6.3. If 0 and 0' are notgeometricallyconjugate,no irreducible representationof GF can occur in bothvirtual representationsR' and
T'.

The proofof 6.2 will make use of the followinghomotopyargument:
PROPOSITION
6.4. Let H be a connectedalgebraic group acting on a
schemeY, separated and of finitetype over k. For any h e H, theaction of
h on H,*(Y, Z/n) is trivial.
Let wu
be the projectionof H x Y onto H and let f: H x Y
definedby f(h, y) = (h, hy):

H x Y be

Hx Y f Hx Y
H
By the change-of-basistheoremin cohomologywithcompactsupportapplied
to
HxY

-Y
- Speck,

H

R'7w,
Z/nis the constantsheaf Hi(Y, Z/n) on H. The automorphism
f acts on
it and, at h e H, it acts the way h acts on H'( Y, Z/n). At the identityelement
of H, the actionof f is trivial. An endomorphism
of a constantsheaf over a
connectedbase is constant,hencef acts triviallyeverywhere,and the propositionis proved.
COROLLARY
6.5. The conclusionof (6.4) holds in I-adic cohomology.
The proofis a passage to limit.
6.6. Proof of 6.2. On XTCB X XT'.B'

TF, and
that

TIF

we have commutingactionsof GF,
(GF acts diagonally). By Kiinneth'sTheorem,we have to prove
Hc*(XTcB

X XT'CBI) ,f ' =

,

wherethesymbolMa, , appliedto any TF x T'F-moduleM, meansthe subspace
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of M, where TF and T'I act by 0 and 0'.

ILetU (resp.U') be theunipotentradicalof B (resp.B').

{g e G I g-'Fg e FU}, ST'cB = {g' e G I g''-Fg' e FU'}.
The unipotentgroup (u nFU) x (U' n FU') acts freelyon STCB X ST'CB'
Let STCB

=

and the orbitspace is XT-B

x

XTT'B'

(see (1.17)). It followsthat

d)_ H
ST(STCB X
where d is the dimensionof (u nFU) x (U' n FU').
HC(XTCB

X XT'CB')(-

STCB')

This isomorphismis

compatible with the action of GF x TF x T'F; moreover this group acts

triviallyon Q,(-d).
HC*(STCB

to prove that
Hence it is sufficient
X ST'CB')'01

HC',(STCB

X ST'cB'/G

)OO

0

=

The map
(g, g')

(x, x', y),

H-b

x

definesan isomorphismof STCB
3

X STCBI/GF

{(x, x', y)e FU x FU'

Under this isomorphism,TF x
(6.6.1)

g-'Fg,

(x, X', y) -

T'F

x' = g'-'Fg',

= g-lg'

with
x G xFy = yx'}.

acts on S by the formula

(t'lxt, t' 1x't',tlyt'), (t, t') e T

x

TPF

Let U'- be opposed to U' with respect to T'. Any g e G can be written
uniquely in the form g = ugfngU, with with ug e U nflg U'n-1, ng e N( T, T')
(see (6.1)), u4e U'; this follows easily from Bruhat's Lemma. For any
w e W(T, T'), let GWbe the set of all g e G such that ng representsw. Then
(Gw)weW(T,T') is a finitepartitionof G into locally closed subschemes. It has
the property(6.6.2) below, expressingthe fact that the closureof a Bruhat
cell is a unionof Bruhat cells.
(6.6.2.) For a suitable orderingof W(T, T'), the unionsEW
are closed.
Let Sw

{(x, x', y)c

SI ye GW}. Then

(Sw)weW(T,T)

UW'<WGW

is a finite partition of

intolocally closed subschemes,stable under TF x T'F. It inheritsa propertyanalogous to (6.6.2), that is, the unionsUW<W
9w, are closed for any w.
The spectralsequence associated to the filtrationof S by these unions
to prove that
showsthat,in orderto prove that H,*(S)0oa,= 0, it is sufficient
=
0
,
we
T').
W(T,
for
any
H,*(Sw)
Let
HW= {(t, t') e T x T' I t'F(t')-l = F(il)-'tF(t)-'F(i')}I
3

wherewbe N(T, T') representsw. Then HWis a closed subgroup of T x T',
containing TF x T'F. We definean action of HWon Sw as follows. Let
(t, t') e Hw; for (x, x', y) e 3w define
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ft t,(x1x', y) = (x, x', )

where
=

t-xF(uy)tF(t-1u-1t),

x't'1_x'F(u' )-1t'F(t'-1u't')
=

t-'yt' .

It is easy to checkthat (x, x,)e Sw,henceft,,,:S, - SW. It is also easy to
checkthatf
f
= g
for (ti, t') e Hw, i = 1, 2, hence ftt, definesan
actionof Hwon S3. It is clear that this action extends the action (6.6.1) of
TF x TIF on SW The theoremnow followsfrom6.5 and the
LEMMA6.7. If thecharacter00' of TF x T F is trivial on H, l ( TF
then0'-' = 0 o ad (F(w)) (as charactersof Y(T')).

X

T F),

The subgroupHw of T x T' is the kernelof the compositemap

T x T'

x_'Fx

)e

T x T'

t--

(

-d

t adF(w)(t.)

*

t.

Applyingthe functorY, we get that Y(Hw) is the kernelK of
Y(T) x Y(T') Fx - x Y(T) x Y(T') adF(w)(x') - x Y
f
x T"F) means that, when we view 00'
By (5.29), the triviality of 00' on H? n(TF

as a characterof Y( T) x Y( T'), it is trivialon (F- 1)(K( Q) n ( Y( T) x Y( T')).
Since the map F - 1 is injective,this intersectionis
Ker (ad F(w)(x')

x: Y(T) x Y(T')

-

-

Y( T))

and the assumptionbecomesthe trivialityof 00' on Ker (ad F(w)(x') - x), i.e.,
the identityO oad F(w)(O') = 1.
We will now conjugate (6.2) with the character formula (4.2) to get
quantitativeresults.
THEOREM

6.8. Let 0 c (TF),

<R', R7 />GF=

0' e

(T

F) . Then

{wc W(T, T )

I

adw(0') = 0} .

THEOREM6.9.

IN(T, TPI)FI
I TF I TIF |
We will prove (6.8) and (6.9) simultaneously,by inductionon the dimension of G.

(6.9.1)
(

G

F

|

zu(EGF

unipotent

QT,G(U)QT',G(U)

LEMMA6.10. If (6.9) holds,for G replaced by Z0(s), wheres e

semisimpleelementnotcontainedin the centreZ of G, then
(6.10.1)

<RT,RT'>G' = #{WE W(T, T

)F

adw(0') = 0} + a

GF

is any
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where
ESCTFnlz

O(s)OP(S-1(

1F

( GF

QT,G(U)QT',G(U&

unipotent

I(,TPF)

| TI

T

/

In particular, (6.9) implies (6.8).
Accordingto (4.2) we have:
<RT,RT;>

1

Tr (g1, RT)Tr (gy', RT)

EgleGF

I

GF

1

__

__T__

G

IFI______

|

X

)12

Z(S

Zsemis).

ue

___T__

O(g-'sg)O'(g''sg')'

g,g;eGF

g- 1g TGF
e
1sgl

9'

e

T/F

QgTg-1,Z(s)(U)Qg9Tlg91,ZO(s)(U)

ZO(s)F

unipotent

Withour assumption,this can be writtenas
1

1

|
G

I|ser=GF

semis.

e GF
Egg9
g-lsg e:TF
gt lsgl e TF

IZ0()FI

I Nzo(s)(gTg-1,

g'T'g'-1)F

I TF I I TI

9(g

lsg)O'(g

_

s

I

I

The formula(g, g', n1) t (g, n, nj), n = g'-1nlgestablishesa one-to-onecorrespondencebetweenthe sets
{(g, gI, nj) e GF x GF x GF I g-'sg e TF, g' sg' e T F,
n, e N o(8)(g Tg, g'T g,-1)F}
{(g, n, n1) e

TP)F X ZO(S)F I g-lsg e TF}

GF X NG(T,

It followsthat
<RT, RT'> =F
X

Eg

a +

a +

-

-

Es e GF
semis.

e GF

'nGNG(T,TI)F
g-1sg

-

I

IG

1(S)F

IZO~)

0(glsg)OP(ng

isgnl)1

eTF

I GFI

EteTF

nNG

(T, T,)F

IT IF
a + #{we W(T, T')F
1tnc(TeT1)F

O(t)O'(ntn-')|'
IF
I TF

|Z(S)F
TF

ITF

I

T IF

IGFI
IIT

IF

I 1teF TO(t)O'(ntn )

adw(O') = 0}

and (6.10.1) is proved.
Proof of 6.9. Let G = G/Z; the centreof G consistsof the identityele-

ment. Both sides of (6.9.1) remainunchangedwhen G is replacedby G; for
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the left hand side this followsfrom(4.1.1), while forthe righthand side this
is easy to check. Hence in order to prove (6.9), we may assume that the
centreof G has a singleelement;moreoverwe may assume by inductionthat
the conclusionof (6.9) is true for G replaced by Z0(s), where s C GF is an
arbitrarynon-centralsemisimpleelement,and forany two F-stable maximal
tori in Z0(s). (To start the inductionwe may take G to be the group with
onlyone elementin whichcase (6.9) is clear.) It followsfrom(6.3) that for
any non-trivialcharacter0 of TF one has <RI, RY,> = 0. Substitutingthis
information
into (6.10), we see that if TF has any non-trivialcharacter,then
a = 0 whichproves (6.9). A similar argument applies when I TF I # 1. It
remainsto checkthe special case where I TF| = I TIF I = 1. In this case, we
must have q = 2, and T, T' must be Fqsplit tori. In particular, T and T'
are conjugate under GF, hence
W(T) I
ad w(O') = O} = I W(T)F I
MoreoverRI and R', are both equal to the representationof GF induced by
the unit representationof BF, where B is an F-stable Borel subgroup of G.
It followsthat
W(T, T')F

#{wC

I

<RI, RY> = IBF\GF/BFI = I W(T) I
Substitutingin (6.10) we get (6.9) in this case. This completesthe proof of
(6.9) (and of (6.8) by (6.10)).
(1.10)

7. Computations

on semisimple

elements

The followingresult describes the Euler characteristicof the scheme
XTCB. Let v(G) (resp. v(T)) be the Fq-rankof G (resp. T).
THEOREM 7.1.
X(XTCB)

= QTG(e)

(l)a(G)-a(T)

GE
StG(e) ITF1

withits character.)
of GF, identified
(Here StGis the Steinbergrepresentation
We may assume that the centreof G is reducedto a single elementand
that the statementis true when G is replacedby Z0(s), where s G GF is any
non-centralsemisimpleelement.
We firstassume that TF has a non-trivialcharacter 0. The Steinberg
representationoccurs in RT*= IndGF(1) (T* c B* as in 1.8), hence,by (6.3),
it does not occur in R': <R', StG> = 0. It is knownthat
StG(g)

=

((-G)

(-gfZO
())5Stzo(g)(e)

0

If we use 4.2, it follows:

g c GF semisimple
.
, g e GF non-semisimple

,
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Es

e GF

Sz

-(Z()

-

QgTg-l1,z(s)(e)0(g'sg)

e GF

Eg)

=-

0

(sum over the semisimpleelementss of GF).
By our assumption,we may substitute

(

QgTg-1,Z0()(e)

J_(Z

I ZO(s)

O(s)),,(T)

Stzo(.) (e)IT-

for all s # e:
(\

=s

TF

J

e GF

0
0(g'sg)

GP'
g-lsgeTF

gEg

sue

GF

TE

teTF
t=,-eT

I

+ StG(e)QT,G(e)

(t)

+

StG (e)QT,

Since the character 0 in non-trivial,EteTF0(t)

=

G(e)

=

0

=

0

0 and the desired

formula for QT,G(e) follows.

In the case where i TF I = 1, T must be an Fqsplit torus and q = 2. In
this case, QT, G(e)= I G' 1/1B*F 1, where B* is any F-stable Borel subgroup
(1.8). This agrees withthe statementof the theoremand ends the proof.
COROLLARY

7.2. For any semisimpleelements e GF,

Tr (s, R ()T=

(e(ZO

())

- (T)

1

(e) ITF
~~~~~StZo(S)

geGF

glgeTG

0(g'sg)

This followsfrom(7.1) and 4.2. An equivalent statementis:
PROPOSITION 7.3.
(_1)G(G)

PROPOSITION
-a (T)RO

()c(G)

(T)RT

?

StG = IndTF()

7.4. If 0 is a non-singular character of

TF

(5.19) then

byan actualGF-module.If 0 is in general
can berepresented

position (5.15), (-

1)?aG-c'T)RO

is irreducible.

By embeddingG in a group G1 with connectedcentre and the same
derivedgroup, as in (5.18), we reduce to the case where 0 is in general position. It remainsto use (6.8) and (7.1).
PROPOSITION7.5. Let s C GE be a semisimpleelement. The characterof
(7.5.1)

S

StG (S)

ST

seT

/-e

(TW

)(s) (G))-((T

equals I Z(s)F I on elements conjugate to s in GF and zero on all otherelements
of GF.
Let , be the characterof (7.5.1) and let 4a'be the class functionon GF
definedby
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in G'

to prove that
In orderto prove that , = 4a'it is sufficient
<P, P> = <9, P'> = <4', 4a'> (see (0.3))
Z(s)F 1;from(6.8) we see that
We have <,a, ,'>
<tG(fSi)

12

>
-

ET

O)

T'

e (TF)9 (TfF)-,,

9 io

s

1

OE9s
2
StG(S)2 ~e TF,-

6O(s-')6(s) #I{nc N(T, T )F ad n(O ) =O } TF I

1

IT

(s-')O(nsn-')

-

nsn-1 GT

S

{T s, nc GF sn = ns}

)

Z(S)F

-

StG(S)2

#{F-stable maximaltori in Z0(s)} =

Z()F

I

(by [15, Cor. 14.16]) .
By (7.2), we have
I,>

<fe e,?>

=

NO

1(

,u(s) =
ET

1S)

StG()

=-S
-

seT

-

)

T

e)

Fae()

e GF
g-lsgeTF

Eg

TF

I )# {TEs s, g c GF I Sg

Z(S)F

StZO(S)

gS}

#{F-stable maximal tori in Z?(s)} =

StG(S)2

TF O(g',sg)

1(s)(gsg)

=

StG(S)2

gsg e
(e) TF I EgeGF

)a(G) -a (Z0(s))

O(S1)

(TF)

()e

IZ(s)F

and the propositionis proved.
COROLLARY7.6. For any p c A9(GF) and any semisimple element s e GF,

(7.6.1)

Tr(s,

=

S(t)(

G)cs(G)
StG(S)

se

(F

T

_

a(T)<p

RO>

In particular, if s c G-Fand is regular semisimple, contained in a unique
torus T,
(7.6.2)

(7.6.3)

Tr (s, p) =

dimp =

TOC(TF)
I(TF

6(5)<P,

StG(e) ET

10;

RT>
TT

(

1)

(G)

g(T)<P RI >

7.7. For any irreducible representation p of G-Fthere exists
an F-stable maximal torus T and a character 0 of TF such that <p, R> #0.
COROLLARY

This followsfrom(7.6.3).
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DEFINITION 7.8. An irreducible representationp of GF is said to be

unipotentif <p, R'> # 0 for some F-stable maximal torus T.
By (6.3) and (7.7), p is unipotentif and only if <p, RI> = 0 for any
F-stable maximal torus T and any 0 e (TF)', 0 # 1. For example, any
irreduciblecomponentof Ind*F (1) (B*F an F-stable Borel subgroup) is a
unipotentrepresentation.For unipotentrepresentations,(7.6) becomes:
PROPOSITION7.9. Let p be a unipotent representationof GF and let
s C GF be a semisimpleelement. Then
Tr(s, p)

=

I

StG(s)

s cT

R1>

(_J)1(G)-G(T)<p

In particular, if s C GF is regular semisimplecontainedin a unique maximal torus T, Tr(s, p) = <p, RT> and
dimp =

I
StG(e)

E

(-1)c(G)

((T)<P,

RT>

It followsthat if B is an F-stable Borel subgroupof G and T is an Fstable maximal torus in B, we have Tr (s, p) = <p, IndGF(1)>; in the case
where <p,IndGF (1)> # 0, this is a resultof Curtis,Kilmoyerand Seitz (see
C. W. Curtis, On the Values of Certain Irreducible Characters of Finite
ChevalleyGroups,Ist. Naz. di Alta Mat. Symp. Mat. XIII, 1974,343-355).
PROPOSITION7.10. Let

be theadjoint group of G. Then,therestriction to GF ofa unipotentrepresentationof (Gad)F is irreducible;non-isomorphic unipotentrepresentationshave non-isomorphicrestrictions;and every
unipotentrepresentationof G is such a restriction.
Gad

It sufficesto checkthat, if a, r are unipotentrepresentationsof (Gad)F,
then <v, Z)GadF = <v, Z>GF. Let G1 be the image of GF in (Gad)F. One has
<a, Z>GF

=
=

Kv,Z>G1 = <IndGad (Res a),
Se

(GadF/GF)

<v

(0

Z>GadF

0, Z_>GadF

By the exclusiontheorem6.3 and (1.23), (1.27), <v 0 0, Z>GadF = 0 for 0 + 1,
hence the proposition.
PROPOSITION7.11. Let p be a virtual representation of GF such that

Tr(su, p) = Tr(s, p) for any s C GF semisimple,u C GF unipotent, su = us.
Let T be an F-stable maximal torus and let 0 be a character of T. Then
<P, RT>GF = (-1)g(G),(T) <P

(?

StG, RT>GF =

<P,

0>TF

The Steinbergcharacteris integralvalued, hence by (7.3),
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(-1l)G

(

)

(

RO>GF

(8)StG,

)<

=

KP.(1)()(

=

<p,

IndTF

? RT>GF

StG
=

(0)>GF

<p,

O>F.

We now prove the identity

K<PRO>GF

(7.11.1)

=

<P9 O>TF

=

1

The special case of this identity
<1, RT>GF

(7.11.2)

followsfromthe fact that the Euler characteristicof XTCB/GF (whichis the
same as the Euler characteristicof {g c G I g-'Fg c FU}/GF x TF = FU/TF
by (1.17)) equals 1. If we use (4.2), (7.11.2) can be writtenin the form
(7.11.3)

-

ZOF

G
G

semis.

O

Iz

(s)

)F

I

QgTg--IZO(s)(U)
EueZO(s)F
unipotent

19eGF

g-1sgeTF

=

1

This implies,by inductionon the dimensionof G, that
(7.11.4)

G1

GF

G

unipotent

QT G(U)

1

=

TF

Indeed, by substituting(7.11.4) in (7.11.3) we finda true identity:
IGF I Es

IG

eGF
semis.IT

#{gG

IF

}

Igg

We apply (4.2) again and use (7.11.4) to compute:
<P. RT>GF

IF

IGF I
X Eg

-

I

semis. IZO(S)FI

eGF

g-Isg

GF

1

EseGF

e TF

EuezO(s)F

unipotent

EseGF

ge

semis.

1F

1 O(g'sg)'Tr
TF

GF

g-Isg e TF

tTF(t)

Tr (t, p)

=

PROPOSITION 7.12. Let p be as in (7.11).
P =(T)

(7.12.1)

(7.12.2)

P

(3

StG

=

E(T)

IW(T)F I
I(G

Tr(s, p)

QgTg-1zo(s,)(u)0(g-'sg)'

_(
)F
IW(T)FI

where (T) means sum over all GFconjugacy

O>TF

Then

1:0e(TF)-

|

<P

(s, p)

<PJ O>TFRJ

e(TF)-

<PJO>TFRTJ

classes of F-stable maximal

tori T.

The character of p (

StG is a linear combination of the form E(TO)

CT,ORT

(sum over all GF-conjugacyclasses of pairs (T, 0)). The coefficients
CT,o are
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determinedby (7.11) and (7.12.2) follows.
Now let p' (resp. p") be the right hand side of (7.12.1) (resp. (7.12.2)).
We have clearly
<p', p'> = <p,, P">

(7.12.3)

and by (7.11),
<p, p'> = <p 0 StG,P">

(7.12.4)
We note also that

StG,P ? St1>
This followsfromthe fact that the numberof unipotentsin ZO(s)F equals
StG(s)2 for any semisimpleelements C GF (see [15, Thm. 15.1]). By (7.12.2)
we have
(7.12.5)

<p, p> = <p

<p

0

StG - P, p%P

0

StG

> = 0.

-

This, togetherwith (7.12.3), (7.12.4) and (7.12.5) implies:
<P - P', P - p'> = 0

hence
P = p

Remark 7.13. It is knownthat
<Pi P>GF=

(T) I (TFI<Pi P>TF'

(N. Kawanaka, A theoremon finiteChevalley groups, Osaka J. Math. 10
(1973), 1-13); this could be also deduced from(7.12.1) and (6.8).
COROLLARY7.14.

1

(7.14.1)

(T)

W(T)

W X(T)FoT

StG = E(T)

(7.14.2)

v-1

T)

R

In particular,
<StGy

RT'> =

(_

l),(G)-,g(T)

Here is an alternativeproofof (7.14.1). In the language of (1.4), (7.14.1)
asserts that
Ewew R'(W) = WI 1.Since (X(w))wew is a partitionof the flag manifoldinto locally closed
subschemes,we have
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E

== E

WR'(w)

(-

1)Wfft(XG)

of G'. The action of G' on XG is the restriction
as virtual representations
of the actionof the connectedgroup G; by (6.5), G' acts triviallyon HC*(XG)
and it remainsto use the fact that the Euler characteristicof XG equals I W
COROLLARY7.15.

(7.15.1)

StG = E

(7.15.2)

StG

?

(T)

StG = E(T)

1W(T)F

I IndTF(1)
Ind

1

(1).

This follows from (7.1) by tensoringwith StG, and using (7.3). The
formula (7.15.1) is due to B. Srinivasan (On the Steinberg character of a
finitesimplegroup of Lie type,J. AustralianMath. Soc. 12 (1971), 1-14).
8. Induced and cuspidal representations
8.1. Let P be an F-stable parabolic subgroup of G and let T c P be an
F-stable maximal torus. We denoteby Up the unipotentradical of P. The
quotientgroup P/Up is a connectedreductivealgebraic groupacted on by F.
Let w: P )PI Up be the canonical projection. w induces an isomorphism
w(T)F. Let 0 be a character
T
> 17(T) hence also an isomorphism TF
of TE and let j be the correspondingcharacterof wr(T)F. We denoteby RT P
the image of the virtual representationR$~(T)of (P/UP)F under the canonical
With these notations, we have the following
embeddingfR((P/UP)E)c j(PE)
generalisationof 1.10:
-*

PROPOSITION 8.2.

RO = IndpF

-

We choose a Borel subgroupB in G such that T c B c P. Let 9) be the
set of all parabolic subgroupsP' in G such that P' and P are conjugate under
GF; this is a finiteset. We have
XTCB = llp'e PX(P')

where
X(P') = {g C G I g-'Fg C FU, gPg-' = P'}/U n FU,
with U the unipotentradical of B .
(Note that g-'F(g) C FU impliesF(gPg-') = gPg-r.) Let P' C and let g1C GF
be such that g1Pg7'= P'. If g C G, g-'F(g) C FU, gPg-' = P', we have
g1jgC P

(g'g)-'F(g1g) CEFU;
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X,(T)C,(B) It
by sending g to r(g71g) we get an isomorphism X(P') followseasily that the GF-moduleH,(XTCB) is canonicallyisomorphicto the
GF-module induced by HC(X,(T)11(B))regarded as a PF-module; moreover this

isomorphismis compatiblewith the actionof TF.

The propositionfollows.

THEOREM8.3. Let T be an F-stablemaximal torus in G such that T is
not contained in any F-stable,proper parabolic subgroupof G. Let 0 be a
non-singularcharacterof TF (cf. 5.19)). Then (-1)G(G)-a(T)RO can berepresentedby a cuspidal GF-module.
Applying(7.5) for s equal to the identityelementof GE, we see that the
regular representationof GF is equal to:
I

IndF (1) =

StG(e)

ET

,(1) )

(TF)

Oec;(F)

)RT

We apply this formula with G replaced by P/Up (P as in (8.1)); we then
regard the regular representationof (P/UP)F as a representationof pF on
which UpFacts trivially(i.e., as IndPFF(l))and we induce it to GF:
IndUF (1)

IndpF (IndPFF(1))
')_

St

(

(1

_

Up)

-(T

F

)

T

Splupe)
where RI' is regardedas an elementin 9k(PF) in the natural way. We now
use (8.2) and the fact that any F-stable maximal torus T' in P/Up can be
ways:
liftedto an F-stable maximal torus T in P in preciselyI UpFI different
(8.3.1)(8

. 3. 1 ) nd lF

IndUF(1
( 1) ==

I

StG(e) ETCP

10 O

( _
(GT
ae
) (-a RT
T)(T)1)RT ) Tc
)

If P # G and T is as in the statementof the theorem,we see from (8.3.1)
and (6.8) that
(8.3.2)

= 0
K(T1)G(c)-?T)R, IndF(1)>
P

for any 0 C (TF)"

If 0 is non-singular,
(- 1)Y'G'-cT)ROcan be representedby an actual GF-module
(7.4). This GF-moduleis cuspidal by (8.3.2).
9. A Vanishing Theorem
sn be
9.1. Let G be a reductivealgebraic group over k. Let w = s,
a minimalexpressionfor an elementof the Weyl group W of G (0.4). The
followingdesingularizationof the closure O(w) of O(w) c X x X (1.2) has
been consideredby H. C. Hansen [6] and M. Demazure [3].
...

DEFINITION

9.2. O(s1

, s,,) is the space of sequences (Bo,

.--,

Bj) of
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Borel subgroups,with Bi-1 and Bi in relative position e or Si.
The maps

?(E;S* *S.;)

O(E;S* *S ._1)

0(

)=X

, s,;) as an iterated fibrespace over X, with fibre P'
express =0 O(s,
(1.2). The subspace Di c 0 whereBi-, = Bi is the inverseimage of a section
of 0(s, * **, si

)-O(s1, ** , six); it is a smooth divisor, and D = U Di is a

divisorwithnormal crossings. The map (Bo, **.., Bj) F-9(Bo,Bj) induces an
O(w), and hence maps 0 to O(w): 0 is a resolution of
isomorphism 0 - D
singularitiesfor O(w).
9.3. Let T*, B* and U* be as in (1.7). For any characterX: T* Gm,
the T *-torsorE over X definedin (1.7) gives rise to a linebundleE, provided
with X: E- E2 such that X(et)= X(e)X(t). For 11 e N(T*) with image w in
W = N(T )/T*, the w-mapof T*-torsorsover O(w) ci X x Xconstructedin
(1.7) inducesan isomorphism
pr* Eoadw = pr*
P(ib): pr*E2
EW-l(2)
whichmakes the followingdiagram commute:
-

W pr E

pr*E

prI

E,

()

{w-N(2).

We will investigateits behaviourat infinity.

R
9.4. Let X(T*) be the charactergroup of T* and let C X(T*)
be the fundamentalchamber (correspondingto B*). If C1 and C2 are two
chambers, we write D(C1, C2) for the intersection of the (closed) radicial half
spaces containing both C, and C2, and D0(C1, C2) for its interior.
PROPOSITION9.5. Let O(w)' be the normalization of the closure O(w) of
pr* EW-l(2)extends over O(w)' if
O(w) in X x X. The map T(th): pr* Ei

and only if Xe D(C,
Xe D0(C, -wC).

-

wC). It vanishes outside of O(w) if and only if

Let us consider T(th) as a rational section of pr*E,-, (0 pr* EW-l(2); it
sufficesto prove that, withthe notationsof (9.2), for each i, the order vi of
P(tb) along the divisor Di c O(s1,... , s,) is > 0 for X e D(C, -wC), >0 for
Xe D0(C, -wC). The convex region D(C, -wC) is the intersection of the
radicial half spaces containingC but notwC. Put wi = s, ... si. The gallery
(C, w1C,w2C,... , wC) connectsC to wC; its walls are all the radicial hyperplanes that separate C and wC. The wall betweenwi_1Cand wiC is defined
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by the root wi(Jai), whereai is the simple root correspondingto si; C and
w_1Care on the same side of it. The convex region D(C, -wC) is hence
definedby the inequalities
<Q, HWi-.(ai)>

0

>

(Recall that Ha denotesthe corootcorrespondingto a root a, cf. (5.1).) We
will prove that
(9.5.1)

Vi =

KX,HW

i-(aj)>

Let us liftthe decompositionw = (s, ... sji)sj(sj+j
=
tion btbi-'iw'

in N(T*).

...

sn)

into a decomposi-

We have

Whenwe aproach a general pointof Di, the isomorphismsT(W) and T(wi-1)
extend,and we are leftto prove that the order along Di of
NY(Aj:Ew-i11

E.11

is

<K,Hwvi,-(a,)>= <wti1(X),Ha.>
we are reducedto the case wherew is a fundamentalreflection:all computationsoccur withina minimalparabolic subgroupP, or P/Us, or the derived
group of P/UP, or its universalcoveringSL(2). Let us make a direct check
for G = SL(2), w # e and X the fundamentalweight.
(a) We take SL(2) in its obvious representationk2, T* = diagonal
matrices,B * upper triangularmatrices. The weight X is

(0

a)

a',

H,> = 1

and

(b) X = Pi, the space of homogeneouslines of k2and the fibreof E2 at
x is the correspondingline.
(c) Up to a scalar, T(th) associates to u c (E2)x the linear formu A v on
x.
(E2)Y, for x # y. It vanishes simply for y
-

9.6. The assumptions (0.1.1) are in force from now on. Under the
assumptionsof (1.8), we have
(whereF*X = XoF).
On the inverseimage X(w') of the graph of the Frobeniusmap F: X
O(w)', the line bundlepr*Ey'1 0 pr*EW-t(,)is henceisomorphicto
F*E2

= EF*2

X in

pr*(EFn,-iFF)-

It will be ample if EF.*W-1j_jis ample on X, i.e., if F*w-X - X G - C.

On the
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otherhand, if Xe D' (C, -wC), the section T(il) of it has as zero set the
complementof X(w) in the projectivevarietyX(w)'. If both conditionscan
be simultaneouslyfulfilled,then X(w) is affine.In terms of , =-w-IN-)
the conditionsread
(9.6.1)

D0(C, - w-'C)

be

(9.6.2)

,

C.
F*p - wpe C

THEOREM 9.7. If there is p e X(T*) ( R satisfying (9.6.1) and (9.6.2)
then X(w) is affine. As a consequence,X(w)is affineas soon as q is larger
than theCoxeternumberh of G.

It remainsto provethat if q > h, thensome, satisfies(9.6.1) and (9.6.2).
The firstcondition will be fulfilledif , e C0, that is, if <pa, Ha> > 0 for each
simple root a. We take ,a so that <pa,Ha> = 1 for each simpleroot a. We
then have <Fp, Ha> - q, and <wp, Ha> = <a, w-'Ha>. If H =
naHa is the
highest coroot, E na,= h - 1 and
<Fp-

w,

Ha> > q

-

<a, H> = q - h + 1 > 0,

hence(9.6.2).
THEOREM9.8. If thecharacter0: T(w)

Q* is non-singular,then

H,*(X(tb) Q1)o
H*(X(Tb)yQl)o
0 is non-singular,then
is
and
COROLLARY 9.9. If X(w)
affine
Ht(X(tb),
YQ)o = 0

for i

X

I(w)

Let us deduce (9.9) from(9.8). Withthe notationsof (1.9), (9.8) means
that
(9.9.1)

H*(X(w), SF0)
-

H*(X(w), SFo)

If X(w) is affine,then H'(X(w), 3F0)= 0 for i > dimX(w) = I(w) ([10, XIV,
3.2]). The sheaf Wois locallyconstant,its dual is To-, and X(w) is smooth
and purelyof dimensionl(w). By Poincare duality,Hc(X(w), UF) is dual (up
to a twist)to H2'w-)(X(w), Fo0-),hence vanishes for 21(w)- i > I(w), i.e.,
for i < I(w). This provesthe corollary.
We firstconstructa nicecompactification
of X(w). Let w= s1. s
be a minimalexpressionfor w. We defineX(s1, .A., S.) to be the space of
sequences (B, *..., B,) of Borel subgroups of G, with B, = FBRand with Bi-,
and Bi in relativepositionsi or e. It is the inverse image of the graph of
Frobeniusby the map
9.10.
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. X x X is the inclusion in X x X of the graph of
Frobenius,it is the fibreproduct0 x xxxF:
In other words, if IF

X(;s ,*,

S) E

** S.E)
?(E;1s
LEMMA 9.11.

of the divisors Di.

F is transverse to 0(s,

F

*

Xx XX.
*..,

The fibre product X(s,

s), as well as to any intersection
*.. , sn) is hence a smooth com-

pactificationof X(w), with a divisor with normal crossings (sum of the
traces Di of the Di) at infinity.
We will show that F is transverseto any smooth G-equivariantscheme
w: Y-e X x X over X x X (with G acting diagonallyon X x X); that is, if
w(y)e F, the sum of the tangentspace to F at w(y)and of the image of diris
the whole tangentspace of X x X at r(y). Indeed
(a) the tangentspace of F at r(y) is Tx x {0};
(b) the image of d7rcontainsthe image of Lie (G) by the derivative at
e e G of gv--ggy
(by the equivarianceof Y). Sincethe space X is homogeneous
withreducedstabilizersthisimage projectsonto Tx by the secondprojection.
9.12. We nowinvestigatehowthecoveringX(wb)(withstructuralgroup
T(w)') ramifiesalong the divisor Di. The structuralgroup being of order
is tame. On each connectedcomponentof Di, it
primeto p, the ramification
gives rise to a homomorphism z-i:Z(1)
T(w)'.
Let x(t) e X(s1, ** , sn) be a one parameter family with x(O) a point of Di
-

(not on any Di, +i i), and with the tangent vector x(O) transverse to Di.
In technicalterms: for S = spectrumof the Henselizationof k[t] at (t), x is
a morphism x: S
X(s1, ** , sn) such that the closed point t = 0 is mapped
to a pointof Di noton any Dj, j # i, and that the inverseimage of Di is the
reduced scheme t = 0. Put x(t) = (B0(t),

*..,

Bn(t)) and let Ei be the pull

back by to Bi(t) of the T-torsorE on X (1.7). If we factor il as in 9.5,
the isomorphismT(th): E( Eon (over the generic point of S) factors as
P(il') =P(ilw)P(&)(PThi1) and P(Th-1) and T(Wi) extendover S; T(gi) doesn't;
rather,the compositex*T(9i)(xH_,(t)) does (9.5), henceT(tb) is of the form
T(il)(x)

= T.(xfwi-i,(#))

whereTO:Eh --"En extendsover S. The pull back underx of the T(w)'-torsor
X(wl), to the genericpointof S, is given by the equation
(9.12.1)

F(u) = To(uHw1_,(a,(t))

Let u0 be a solution,over S, of the equation
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F(uO) = P0(u0)

(this exists, because S is strictlyHenselian and F and T0 extend over S);
if we put u = uy, (9.12.1) becomes
Y-'adwF(y) = HW?-1(,)().

(9.12.2)
In otherwords:

LEMMA9.13. The T(w)F-torsorX(tw)ramifiesalong Di in thesame way

as thepull backunder Hw,_,(,.):
Gm T oftheLang coveringofT(w) ramifies
at 0.
-

The tame fundamentalgroupof Gmis Z, (1), that of T is Y2 (1) (for Y

the dual of the character group of T) and HWj
induces x H- xHWj-(,,):
The Lang covering of T(w)F gives rise to the map
Zp,(1) Y-Y(1).

YP(1) T(w)F described in (5.2). Hence the pull back (9.13) correspondsto
the composite
Zp(1 i-'a) I ~(,)
> T(w)'
For 0 a characterof T(w)F, 'iF0will ramifyalong Di if and only if 0 is
not trivialon HWj1(a,)Zp(1). In that case, all higherdirectimages Rij*iWoof
iF,0(i > 0) underj: X(w)
X(s1,* , sn)will vanish on Di . In particular,we
have
LEMMA9.14. If 0 is non-singular,jIFs = jj 7F0(extensionby zero) and
Rij*ffo= Ofor i > 0.
Proof of 9.8 (in the guise 9.9.1). By (9.14), the Leray spectral sequence
for j reads
H*(X(Sl

The space X(s1,

...,

***...,

S), ij o0)

>

H*(X(w), So))

S.) being a compactification of X(w), the left hand

side is by definition
H*(X(w), HiF).

Remark 9.15.1. By using argumentsparallel to those of (1.6), one can
show that the conclusionof (9.9): "for 0 non-singular,Hc(X(il), &j)o 00 for
i # I(w)" holds true as soon as thereis w' in the F-conjugacy class of w such
that X(w') is affine.The criterion(9.7) can be used to check that this is
always the case for the classical groupsand forG2exceptthe case (G2,q = 2,
w = Coxeter)for whicha different
methodapplies.
Remark 9.15.2. Let (T', 0') be maximallysplit (5.17); underan isomorT' (inducingT(w)F
phismT(w) -*
> TF), as in (1.18), 0' becomesa character 0 of T(w)F. Proposition5.24 and the proofof the InductionTheorem
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8.2 show that the conclusionof (9.8) still holds for 0. The same applies to
(9.9).

THEOREM9.16. If u e GF is a regular unipotentelement,then,for any
F-stable maximal torus T, we have QTG(u) = 1.
We mustprovethat forany w e W, Tr (u, Hj*(X(w))) = 1. We knowthat
Tr(u, Hc*(X(w))) is an integer,and that
EweW Tr (u, Hc*(X(w))) =

IW

(see (7.14) and its proof). Hence it sufficesto prove the
LEMMA9.17. Undertheassumptionsof(9.16), Tr (u, Hc*(X(w)))> 0, for
any we W.
Take w = s** sn as in (9.10) and let X(s1, **, sn) be the corresponding
compactification
of X(w). For P c [1, n] we writeDp for the intersection,
in
S*. sn), of the divisors Di (i e P) (9.11). For P = 0, Dp is X(s1, ** , sn).
X(s1
The additivitypropertyof cohomologywith compactsupportshows that
Tr (u, HC*(X(w)))=

(9.17.1)

EPC[1,.]

(-1)'lP Tr (u, H*(Dp)) .

Let b be the unique fixed point of u in X. Then a = (b,

b) is the

...,

unique fixed point of u in X(s1, **., sn); it is contained in each Dp. The
varietyDp being smoothand compact,Tr (u, H*(Dp)) is just the multiplicity
of the unique fixedpointa of u acting on Dp; to computeit, we may replace
Dp by its completionDf at a. Let (xi) be a formal coordinatesystem for
X(

*.., S.)

at a, such that xi = 0 is an equation for Q.

In terms of these

coordinates,u maps the pointwith coordinatesx1,*...*,x into the pointwith
xx), ..., P,(x1, ..., xx), for some formal power series
Pi. Since the divisorDi is preservedby u, Pi is divisibleby xi. The jacobian
matrixof u at (0, *.., 0) is hencediagonal; u being of order a power of p, it
is the identity,and we have

coordinates P1(x,, ...,

Pi = xi(1 + QJ).
with Qi(0, * , 0)
xiQi = 0.

0 The fixed point scheme of u is given by the equations
O.

Let Ei be the divisor Qi = 0. It is non-empty.The formula(9.17.1) can
be rewritten

Tr(u, Hc*
(-1)'Pl ]Jie D3ij op(Dj + Ej)
(X(w))) = EP=E[l,.1
=PCQC[in]

(-l)IPrli

=lEQC>,n](pCQ
= IJl Ej > 0 ,

(Q

eDii
Q

Jj QEj

E
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(the productof n divisorsstands for the multiplicityof theirintersection).
PROPOSITION9.18. Let s e GF bea semisimpleelement. Let v betheclass
function on G' defined by:
fZOZO(S)F I q'Z(7,())
2)(g)

if g e GF is regular with semisimple

Z(S)FV

part conjugate in GF to s

q-(ZS()

t

,otherwise.

0

Then v is thecharacterof

IT I

Z(S)F

0e (TF), 0(

T

(Here Z0Z0(s) is the connectedcentreof the connectedcentralizerof s, and
l(ZO(s)) is the semisimplerank of ZO(s).) The proofis similarto that of (7.5);
it uses (9.16) and (4.2) insteadof (7.2).
For any p e 9K(GF) we have
(9.18.1)

<P,v>

ZOZO(s)F Iq(Z0 (s)) EUeA(s)
IZO(S)F I
As

p(su)

whereA(s) is the set of regular unipotentelementsin ZO(S)F.
COROLLARY 9.19. For any p e 9(GF), theaverage value ofthecharacter
of p on the regular elementsin GF with semimplepart s, equals

1
ucA (s) Tr(su, p)
A(s) IIZO(S)F

=

1

E

seT

TI TF I Lo(TF),
f(5)<Pl

RT>

This followsfrom(9.18), (9.18.1) and the followinglemma.
LEMMA9.20. The numberof regular unipotent elementsin GF equals
GF |/| ZOF I q.
(Here Z0 is the connectedcentreof G and I is the semisimplerankof G.)
To countregular unipotentsin GE, we observe that any such elementis
containedin a unique Borel subgroupand thencountthe regular unipotents
in GF containedin a fixedF-stable Borel subgroup.
10. A decomposition of the Gelfand-Graev representation

lo.1. Let (GF) be the set of isomorphismclasses of irreduciblerepresentations of GF (over Q1). For any p e (G F), there exists an F-stable
maximal torus T and 0 e (TF) such that <p, RI> # 0 (7.7); moreover the
geometricconjugacy class [0] of (T, 0) (see 5.5), is uniquelydeterminedby p
(6.3). We thus get a well-defined
surjectivemap
(10.1.1)

(G )

>5
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whereS is the set of all geometricconjugacy classes of pairs (T, 0).
10.2. In the rest of this chapterwe shall assume that the centre Z of
G is connected. Let T*, B* be as in (1.8). Let U* be the unipotentradical
of B * and let U.* be the subgroupof U* generated by the root subgroups
corresponding
to non-simpleroots. The quotient U*/U.*is commutativeand
is a directproductover the simplerootsa: Ha U,*,with U,*one-dimensional.
Let I be the set of orbitsof F on the simpleroots. For any i e I, let Ui* =
JIlaC

U,*;

then U*/U.*

IIiE

Ui*. This decomposition is F-stable, hence we

l iei U%*F.
have also U*F/U.F
We considerthe Gelfand-Graevrepresentation
IF = Ind{*FF
(X)whereXis
any characterof U*F whichis trivial on U.*F and definesa non-trivialcharacter of Ui*F for all i e I. All such X are conjugate under T *F, since Z is
connected,hencethe GF-moduleIG is well-defined
up to isomorphism.
Let AG be the class functionon GF whichequals I ZF I q' on any regular
unipotentelementin GF and vanisheson all other elements. (I is the semisimplerank of G.) The followingresult shows that this is the character of
a virtualrepresentationof GF (whichwill be also denotedby AG):

B * be the parabolic
subgroupgeneratedbyB* and bytherootsubgroupscorrespondingto minus
thesimple roots in F-orbits in J. Let L(J) be P(J) modulo its unipotent
radical. Then
PROPOSITION10.3. For any subsetJc I, let P(J)

(10.3.1)

AG

=

J

(-1)'1J

Indp(<)F

D

(FL(J))

(Note that the centreof L(J) is connected,since that of G is, hence
well-defined.)

LC(J)

is

Remark 10.4. The followingidentityis a formalconsequenceof (10.3.1):
FG =

IndGF

EJI(1)'

)F (/AL(J))

10.5. Proof of 10.3. For any subset J c I, let C(J) be the set of characters X of U*F with X U.*F = 1 and such that X inducesa non-trivialcharacter of UP*(i E I) if and only if i E J. It is easy to see that,forany XE e(J),
we have
Indp(J)F

(LcJ))

=

IndU*F

(X)

Let u0E U*F be a fixedregular unipotentelement;in otherwords,the image
of u, in Ui*F is non-zerofor any i E I. It followsthat
Exec(J)X(u0)

Hence (10.3.1) is equivalentto:

= (-l)[J[
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(10.5.1)

AG

x(u0)Ind'UF (X)

= Exe

where Ce U,1 C(J). The character of the right hand side of (10.5.1)
vanishesat non-unipotent
elements. Its value at u E U*F is:
(10.5.2)

IU

FI

ZgGF

= q1

g'ug GeU*F

|-1 # g

U*F

ugu")

X(g

EX

E GF I g lug G U*Fg1

uguE

}

U.F

This is zero unlessu E U*F is regularunipotent;we nowassume thatu E U*F is
regularunipotent.For any g e GF withg'ug e U*F, we have u E B n gB*g-1;
but B * is the onlyBorel subgroup containingu, hence g E B *F. If g = tn',
te T*F, u' G U*F, the relationg-lugu0e U.*F determinest uniquely modulo
ZF and leaves u' arbitrary. Thus the expression(10.5.2) becomes
U *F

qI

ZF

I U*F

ZF

=

I q1

and (10.3) is proved.
We shall now prove the following
LEMMA10.6. Let M be a virtual representationof GF such that
<M, M>=

and

ZF I q

<M, Rf> = -E =-+1

for any F-stable maximal torus T c G and any 0 E
M =

whereax
that

TIF.

Then

6xAx

Exe)

?+1 and MXare distinctirreduciblerepresentationsof GF such

Mx=

x1:(T,modGF
s)
[0] =x

<T,

-S
ty

1>
RTR)

Ro.

Let {M} be the set of all p E (GF)' such that <p, M> # 0; {M} has at most
3 (the
I ZF I q1 elements. By our assumptionand by 5.7(i), the map {M}
restrictionof (10.1.1)) is surjective. Since 5 I = IZF I q1 (5.7), it is bijective
and {M} has exactly I ZF I q1 elements. Let MXe {M} be the elementcorresponding to xe o5 under this bijection; we must have M =
axX
x, we have
ax = ?1, since <M, M> = I {M} 1. If (T, 0) is such that [0]
-

ROT>= ET
<M,RO>= ax<MX,

fromthe orthogonalityof the R 's (6.8) we have
ITO)
modGF

~~~~~
TR, RT>

whereMxis orthogonalto all theRETs. It remainsto provethat Mx=O. Since
Mx is irreducible, this would follow if we prove that <Mx - Mx,Mx - Mx> = 1;

we certainlyhave <Mx - Mx,Mx -'

? 1, hence it is sufficient
to prove
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that
Ex

or, in otherwords, that

E(T,O)

modGF

=M>=ZF
'>

MX,M

eY <MX

O
R?>

1R,
<RT

=

ZF

q

q1

By (6.8), this is equivalentto the identity
ET ~

modGF

1
I W(T)

= JZF Iql

FIITF1

whichis the same as
Ewew det(q
wIW

-

wz)

=q

wherew is regardedas an automorphismof the latticeXO= X(T/Z) and z is
definedby F* = q.z-1. The last identity(compareSteinberg[15, p. 91]) can
be writtenas
EOS?;5

(- 1)'ql'i

1

wE
w Tr (wz, Ai(XO))= q

and followsfromthe fact that Ai(Xo)W 0= for i > 0 (5.8).
10.7. We recall that Z is connected. Let x e 3, and x' be a
representativeof the correspondingsemisimpleconjugacy class in thedual
group (5.24). We define6xto be the Fq-rankof the centralizer of x'.
(i) The formulae
THEOREM

(10.7.1)

PX =

E(T,)

modGF

<R(J

R >>

and
(10.7.2)

P=

x

(_)a(G)Bx

RT,)odGF

E(T,0)ma]d=

F

O

<RT RT >T

defineirreduciblerepresentationsof GF. The I ZF I q1 elementspxe (GF)
x e 3 (resp. p. c (GF)', x G 3) are distinct. The maps x P-3px,x v-*p are two
cross-sectionsof the map (10.1.1).
(ii) One has

(10.7.3)

]FG

(10.7.4)

AG =

=

ExeS Px =
(1)

IT,)ModGi'

<R, RO>

px -=(T,)modGF

T

10

RT>
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(iii) Assume that all therootshave the same length. Fix (T, 0) in the
geometricconjugacy class x, let S betheconnectedcentralizerof( T, 0) (5.19)

and let 6s be the correspondingcharacterof SF.

(10.7.5)

Px a

StG = IndSF (0s

(10.7.6)

Px ?

StG =

IndSF (0s

We have
0

Sts

?

Sts)

St5)

(iv) Let S* be the centralizerof x'. We still have
(10.7.7)

dim px

(10.7.8)

dim

GF /StG(e) *Sts.(e)
5*F I/StS*(e)

-

=

5

GF /St()
*F I/StS (e)

If we tensorthe righthand side of (10.7.1) by StG we find(by 7.3):
(10.7.9)

1

<AR9,
RO>

E(T0]mod

IndGIT

(0)

Let us firstassume that all roots have the same length. By 5.14(ii), the
GF-conjugacyclasses of pairs (T, 0), T ( G, with [0] = x are in one-to-one
correspondencewith SF-conjugacy classes of pairs (T', Os I T'), with T' an
F-stable maximal torus in S. Moreover, by 5.14 (i) and (6.8), we have
<R', RT> IWs(T')F 1. Thus the expression(10.7.9) equals

SF

ETI'I_
m

(sI T')
Ind<OF

1F
I~Ws(T')

=ET'S

-

IndS (IndTtF (1)

1

()F

modSF

IWs(TP)

IndSF(ET 'S
IndSF
(6's

?

|w(

T)F

Sts C Sts),

I IndTVF(1)

oa)

OS)

by 7.14.

Similarly,by tensoringthe righthand side of (10.7.2) by StG, we find
IndS

(-T'QS

|

Wod

i)

(TP)F(

Inds'F (1)

= IndSF(as

0D

St5) by 7.14 .
,

In general,the G-conjugacy classes of pairs (T, 0), with [0] = x, are in
one-to-onecorrespondencewith the G *F-conjugacyclasses of pairs (T', 0'),
with 0' conjugate to x' (5.24), i.e., with the S*F-conjugacy classes of pairs
(T', x'), (T' c S*). The dimensionof 10.7.9 is that of
1
~T'czS~
STI
S*IWWs(T)F

(because I G*F

|

GF

IndF (1)

IIndTF

[), whilethat of (10.7.2) 0 StGis
ET'cS

S*

l
Ws(T)F

I

ndTF

(1)
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and the same proofas above gives (10.7.7), (10.7.8).
We now show that (10.6) can be applied with M = FG or AG.
<AG, AG>

1

G1
1

(I ZF

ql)2

I~Fq)
(I ZF

q)2

We have

#{regular unipotentsin GF}
F
ZG

=ZF

I ql

(by 9.20) .

ZF I q1 follows from R. Steinberg([14]).
The analogous identity<7G,
Now, for any (T, 0), <AG, R'> equals the average value of the characterof
R' on the regular unipotentsin GF henceequals 1, by (9.16).
rG>

We now prove that

<7G,

RD>

=

=

(-1)a(G)c-(T)

for any (T, 0). Using a result

of Rodier(cf. T. A. Springer,Caracteres de groupesde Chevalleyfinis,Sem.
Bourbaki 429, Fev. 1973) and the inductionformula 8.2, we are reduced to
the case where T is not containedin any properF-stable parabolicsubgroup
of G. Using (10.3.1) and the already knownfact that <AG, R9> = 1, we see
that it is enoughto prove

(10.7.8)

KInd74>)F

(FL(J)),

RT> =0

,

J

#

I.

( 1)"'.) Assumingthat the theoremis
(Note that in this case (-1)(G)'-(T)
already provedfor groups of dimensionstrictlysmallerthan that of G and,
in particular,for L(J), we see from(10.7.5) and (8.2) that Indp(J)F (FL(J)) is a
linear combinationof terms of the formR", with T' c P(J), FT' = T' so
that (10.7.8) followsfromthe orthogonalityformula(6.8).
Now (10.7.1), (10.7.2), (10.7.5), (10.7.6) followdirectlyfrom(10.6) applied
to M = "G or AG, except for an indeterminacyof sign. To remove this
of sign, we only have to check that the right hand sides of
indeterminacy
(10.7.1) and (10.7.2) have strictlypositive dimension;but they are both of
the formI GF S*F I up to a power of q, by the firstpart of the proof. The
theoremis proved.
l/l

theaverage value of thecharacter
10.8. For any p e (GF)<
of p on the regular unipotentsin GF equals 0, 1, or -1. This value is 4 1
if and only if p = p'for some x E S.
COROLLARY

Indeed, this average value is just <p, AG>.
Remark 10.9. If we assume that p is a good primeforG, thenall regular
unipotentsin GF fall in a single GF-conjugacyclass so that the characterof
p at any regular unipotentin GF equals 0, 1, or -1. This was firstproved
in the articleby J. A. Green,G. I. Lehrer,and G. Lusztig (On the degrees of
certaingroupcharacters,to appear in The QuarterlyJournalof Mathematics).
PROPOSITION10.10. Let x E 3. Let (T, 0) be a maximally split pair in x
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(see (5.17); (T, 0) is uniquely definedup to GF-conjugacyby(5.18)). Thenthe
of GF can be representedby an actual
virtual representation(-1)''RT
GF-module,in which p, and p' occur with multiplicity1.
By (5.23), thereexists an F-stable parabolic subgroup P c G such that
T is containedin some F-stable Levi subgroup L of P and (T, 0) is nonsingularin L. L has connectedcentre,hence,by 5.20,(T, 0) is non-degenerate
in L. Let RLL be the virtual representationcorrespondingto (T, 0) with
respectto L (see 1.20). By 7.4,
( 1)0L)-OTR

T,L

L =(1()

is irreducible. By 8.2,
(_al(G)

-a(T)RO

=

a(-

nGF

G)

-

RT)

L)),

henceit can be realized as an actual GF-module.
It remainsto observe that for any (T, 0) in x (notnecessarilymaximally
split) we have (by (10.7.1), (10.7.2), and (6.8)):
<PxSRTO> =

(_

44, R9>

(_

=

l)a(G)-a(T)

)o(G)-bX

11. Suzuki and Ree groups

Our methodsapply also to the Suzuki and Ree groups2B2(q),2G2(q),2F4(q)
(withq an odd powerof V 2, resp. V-/3,V 2).
These groups are the fixedpointset of an exceptionalisogenyF': G-IG,
with G respectivelyof type B2, G2 and F4, and F'2 being the Frobenius
relativeto a rationalstructureover the fieldwithq2elements
endomorphism
(R. Steinberg [15]). For the sake of induction,one should more generally
considergroups of the form GF', with G reductive and F'2 the Frobenius.
endomorphismrelative to a rational structureover Fq2 (q an odd power of
V 2 or V 3 ). Besides the Suzuki and Ree groups, this includesforinstance
groups of the formG = G, x G, with F'(x, y) = (Fy, x); for such a group,

GF

=

GF.

and results in Chapter1 can be given with F replaced by
All definitions
F' throughout;in particular,for any F'-stable maximal torus T in G and
any Borel subgroup B containingT, the subschemeXTCBof XGand the GF'_
(1.17). Thus forany
equivariant TF'-torsor XTCB over XTCBare well-defined
0 E (TF')I, the virtual representationR>-B of GF' is well-defined
(1.20). For
G = G1x G1,F'(x, y) = (Fy, x), thiscoincideswiththe similarrepresentation
of Gf =GF
All the resultsin Chapters4, 5, 9 (except (9.18), (9.19)), the disjointness
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Theorem6.2 (with its Corollary6.3), the results (7.13) and (8.2) continueto
be true. On the other hand, the proofsof the orthogonalityrelations(6.8),
(6.9), and of the dimensionformula(7.1) require the assumption I TF' I > 1.
If q > 2 this is automatically satisfied: I TF' I is of the form II (q - pi), where
IPi I = 1, hence I TF' I > II (q - 1). Thus, if we exclude the case where q
equals V 2 or V 3, all the results in Chapters 6, 7, 8, 10 hold, as well as
(9.18), (9.19). They can all be deducedfromthe orthogonalityrelations(6.8),
(6.9). Even in the case q = V2 or 1/ 3, we can prove themfor2B2and 2G2,
but we cannothandle2F(V 2)
ADDED IN PROOF (2nd Dec. 1975). We can now handle 2F4(V-2 ), too; this

will be consideredby one of us, in a futurearticle.
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